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Fifteen years after the first Executive Intelligence Review publication the True Story Behind the Fall of the House of Windsor in 1997, the world has moved ever closer towards a hurricane whose fallout threatens to destroy civilization. The Committee for the Republic of Canada is reprinting portions of this 215 page ground breaking Special Report which puts forward the evidence of the central role that the British Monarchy still plays today in determining the trajectory of world affairs.

This issue of The Canadian Patriot begins with an introduction by EIR Counterintelligence Director Jeffrey Steinberg on the strategic importance of understanding the role of the British Empire today. We then reprint several exposés by Scott Thompson, Dean Andromidas, and Allan Douglas. These articles introduce the reader to the massive hidden wealth the Queen enjoys as the wealthiest crone in the world, her astounding prerogative powers (both in theory and in action), and those institutions that have been created over recent centuries to manage the Monarchy’s multi-faceted empire. Although the empire’s power has always hinged on its control of the world financial system, whose center is the City of London, there are many other little understood aspects to its control that must be brought to light.

Some of the least known components of the British Empire which this report introduces are private-public mercenary functions which have been deployed for decades to undermine developing countries, with a special emphasis on Africa. Another aspect of the empire is its ideological component which has subverted the humanist conception of mankind as made in the image of the creator with an anti-humanist conception so popular today. The final reprint from the 1997 report is called The Nazi Roots of the House of Windsor which details both the eugenics and environmental movements as sharing the same monarchial roots. Key was the role fo H.R.H Prince Philip and his cohorts in launching the environmentalist movement whose true aim is not to save nature, as most of its proponents believe, but rather to eliminate 80-90% of the world’s population.

This issue of the Patriot closes with a presentation of three more recent reports: The New Environmentalist Eugenics by Robert Ainsworth, The British Monarchy Caught in a Death Scheme by historian Anton Chaitkin and The Inter-Alpha Group: Nation Killers for Imperial Genocide by EIR Economics Editor John Hoefle.
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The Sun Never Sets on the New British Empire
The Sun Never Sets on the New British Empire

By Jeff Steinberg

“Before she set out on her Diamond Jubilee procession, on the morning of 22 June 1897, Queen Victoria of England went to the telegraph-room at Buckingham Palace. It was a few minutes after eleven o'clock. She pressed an electric button, an impulse was transmitted to the Central Telegraph Office in St. Martin's le Grand; in a matter of seconds, her Jubilee message was on its way to every corner of her Empire. It was the largest Empire in the history of the world, comprising nearly a quarter of the land mass of the earth, and a quarter of its population. Victoria herself was a Queen-Empress of such aged majesty that some of her simpler subjects considered her divine, and slaughtered propitiatory goats before her image.”


In the minds of the political, industrial, and intellectual elites of the overwhelming majority of nations of the world today, there exists a deadly dangerous myth: that the British Empire has disappeared from the face of the Earth; and that Great Britain, the United Kingdom, is of little consequence in world affairs.

According to this fairy tale, Britain's royal family is a powerless relic of days gone by, collecting its modest pension, fulfilling its ceremonial obligations, and, perhaps, drawing in a few tourist dollars, to justify its upkeep. In the extreme version of this Big Lie, today's Britain is cast in the role of a benign force in world affairs, a ``friend of the downtrodden," and "diligent defender of human rights."

Even the recent, shameless public displays of marital infidelities by Queen Elizabeth II's "Baby Boomer" offspring, and the voluminous "soap opera" news coverage that they have generated, have only added to this mis-evaluation. (When dealing with hereditary monarchies, decadence can never be reliably used as an indicator of decline. Rather, it must be understood as a way of life. See, for example, 18th Century British intelligence figure Jeremy Bentham's "In Defense of Pederasty," the companion piece to his more widely known "In Defense of Usury." These two documents convey an efficient definition of the monarchical-oligarchical outlook.)

In the minds of many leading world figures, including in Russia, the "enemy image" of the British Empire of old, has been replaced by that of a modern "imperial power," the United States of America.

The authorship of both of these complementary hoaxes—the demise of the British Empire, and its replacement by the U.S.A. as the new "Great Satan"—is traceable to Britain's own vast propaganda and intelligence apparatus, associated with such institutions as British Broadcasting Corp., Reuters News Service, the Hollinger Corp., the Tavistock Institute, the Mont Pelerin Society, Oxford and Cambridge universities, the British Commonwealth, and His Royal Highness Prince Philip's World Wildlife Fund. With the recent enthusiastic revival of the century-old Anglo-French Entente Cordiale, French intelligence agents and propagandists have joined in the America-trashing campaign, especially inside Russia.

From Khartoum, to Moscow, to Buenos Aires, among policymakers and culture-shapers, this British-orchestrated game of historical revisionism has taken deep root. Its disorienting effect has opened the door to possibly grave and irreversible policy blunders.

Hence, this EIR strategic study.

The Queen and her consort are not the benign symbols of the past that most of their subjects assume.
Strategic Importance of Debunking the Myth

If the human race is to survive the coming global financial and monetary blowout, without going through a protracted New Dark Age, in which billions needlessly die, it will be necessary for the United States, Russia, and China--as the three great world powers today--to revive the World War II alliance against the British Empire, which was the cornerstone of the late U.S. President Franklin Delano Roosevelt's post-colonial strategic vision.

The first order of business of such a revived "FDR Coalition," is to dump the International Monetary Fund (IMF) system and organize a new set of global financial and monetary agreements, based on sound principles of national banking and scientific and technological progress. These principles formed the basis for the U.S. Constitution and what came to be known, during the nineteenth century, as the American System of Political Economy.

Although neither Russia nor China ever achieved the full status of nation-statehood, there are powerful forces inside both countries today, that aspire to such a circumstance. They are potential natural allies of the United States in an anti-world government, anti-British Empire, anti-IMF concert.

To achieve that goal, the circumstances of the collapse of that Roosevelt policy must be grasped.

With the untimely death of FDR on April 12, 1945, a great moment found a little man, FDR's successor and Winston Churchill's willing dupe, Harry S Truman. Truman succumbed to Sir Winston's vision of a postwar Anglo-American strategic partnership--the proverbial "British brains," joined with "American brawn." He approved the dropping of the atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, even though the Japanese emperor had sent clear signals (via the Vatican and certain reliable U.S. Office of Strategic Services personnel) that Japan was prepared to surrender, and even though American military strategists were aware that Japan had already been effectively defeated, largely through the effects of a successful U.S. naval embargo.

With Churchill's 1947 "Iron Curtain" speech in Fulton, Missouri, the last prospects of Russian-American and Sino-American cooperation were scotched, and the Cold War was on.

Under Cold War conditions, and, as the result of the horrors of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Lord Bertrand Russell's scheme for using thermonuclear terror ("mutually assured destruction," or MAD) as a battering ram against the nation-state, and as a weapon for forging a one-world government, under United Nations rubric, proceeded apace.

At only one point during the Cold War era, during the John F. Kennedy Presidency, was there a glimmer of hope of the United States breaking from the Russellite paradigm. Twenty years before Ronald Reagan, President Kennedy invoked the idea of "peace through strength" and strategic defense, launched the Apollo program to put a man on the Moon, and revived facets of the American System of Political Economy, through investment tax credits, and the printing of U.S. Treasury bills, the first step in a move that, had he lived, would have likely led to a severe curtailment of the independent power of the Federal Reserve System. Kennedy paid with his life for this break with Britain and with the Russellite one-world empire. Lord Russell and British intelligence figure Sir Hugh Trevor-Roper, in 1964, launched the "British Who Killed Kennedy Committee," the first "critique" of the Warren Commission report, to ensure that London's hand in the JFK murder and cover-up was never exposed.
With a very few exceptions, the United States, and the world, have been in an accelerated economic and cultural decline ever since the Kennedy assassination.

The fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989, and the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, bringing to an end the Cold War, defined a moment of great opportunity. British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher, and her obedient lap-dog, U.S. President George Bush, instead accelerated the drive to implement Lord Russell's "world government," calling it "the new world order." They set about imposing, upon the states of the former Warsaw Pact, IMF conditionalities, as harsh as those which spread genocide in Africa, Asia, and Ibero-America over the previous 15 years. With the 1991 "coalition" war against Iraq, the precedent was set for the final implementation of the new empire.

These plans were disrupted, however, with the 1992 election of William Jefferson Clinton as President of the United States. President Clinton, with some institutional backing, has broken the Anglo-American "special relationship," and gotten into what Lyndon LaRouche has described as "a war and a half" with the British....

The first step is to bust up the prevailing mythology that the British Empire is a thing of the past.

**Alive and prospering**

The British Empire is very much alive and well today. Behind closed doors at such locations as Chatham House, the London headquarters of the Royal Institute for International Affairs (RIIA), blueprints for the consolidation of one-world empire, drawing upon the resources of the British Commonwealth and the United Nations Organization (UNO), have already been drawn up, and construction is under way.

The fact that the most powerful nations on Earth (not including the British Empire, which is not a nation)--the United States; a temporarily impaired, but thermonuclear-armed Russia; and China--have, so far, stood impotent in the face of IMF diktats, and made no effort to prevent the formation of the World Trade Organization, the "third leg" of the United Nations world financial dictatorship, illustrates the extent to which supranational world government is already a reality.

The United Kingdom itself has very little to do with the new British Empire. England, Scotland, Wales, and, especially, Northern Ireland, are today little more than slave plantations and social engineering laboratories, serving the needs of a collection of families, numbering no more than 3,000-5,000 people, who live and work in and around the City of London, a one-mile-square financial and corporate district, which represents the greatest concentration of financial power ever assembled in one location.

These families constitute a financier oligarchy; they are the power behind the Windsor throne. They view themselves as the heirs to the Venetian oligarchy, which infiltrated and subverted England from the period 1509-1715, and established a new, more virulent, Anglo-Dutch-Swiss strain of the oligarchic system of imperial Babylon, Persia, Rome, and Byzantium.

Among their own ranks, these financier oligarchs refer to themselves as the Club of the Isles, after the original "Prince of the Isles," Edward Albert (King Edward VII), the son of Queen Victoria, who orchestrated the Crimean War, the Opium Wars, the Russo-Japanese War, and World War I, to consolidate Britain as the *primus inter pares* (first among equals) of the European monarchies and feudal families. The Club of the Isles, under the direction of the British monarchy, draws in resources and personalities from the Netherlands, Switzerland, France, Germany, and Italy, and orchestrates the actions of a caste of terminally Anglophilic Americans, typified by Henry Kissinger and former President George Bush.

To begin to understand the breadth and scope of the British Empire today, it is necessary to look first at the British Commonwealth, as the Club of the Isles is itself looking at it.

In 1995, the RIIA published *Discussion Paper 60*, by Katharine West, titled "Economic Opportunities for Britain and the Commonwealth." West, an Australian professor and business consultant on retainer with Chatham House, made a compelling case, that the 52 nations that comprise the British Commonwealth have the potential to dominate every regional economic bloc in the world, from the
Group of 77, to the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), to the Organization of African Unity (OAU), to the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), and, even the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). The Commonwealth, which includes one of every three nations on this planet, comprises the largest single voting bloc in the UN General Assembly, making the Warsaw Pact at the height of Soviet Russian power, pale by comparison.

The City of London dominates the world's speculative markets. A tightly interlocking group of corporations, involved in raw materials extraction, finance, insurance, transportation, and food production, controls the lion's share of the world market, and exerts virtual "choke point" control over world industry.

In a recent column in the Club of the Isles' flagship publication, the London Times, Washington, D.C. Sunday Times bureau chief James Adams candidly admitted that the banking houses in the City of London are now laundering $400 billion per annum in illegal narcotics profits. The British Commonwealth subsumes many of the world's most notorious flight-capital and hot-money havens. The Mont Pelerin Society, the radical-free market secret organization founded in 1947 by Friedrich von Hayek, and patronized today by Prince Philip, maintains the most accurate accounting ledgers on the world's underground economy. How is that possible? Because the Club of the Isles, since the era of the Opium Wars against China, and the escapades of Lord Palmerston's personal agent Giuseppe Mazzini in the last century, has been the leading sponsor and controller of global organized crime.

The importance of Club of the Isles control over organized crime cannot be understated. Lord William Rees-Mogg, a life peer in the House of Lords, a former editor-in-chief of the London Times, and British intelligence's current chief case officer for the propaganda war against U.S. President Clinton, has written recently that the world is moving into a post-industrial "Third Wave" paradigm, which will see the erosion of nation-states, and their replacement by a form of one-world "electronic feudalism." In Rees-Mogg's Brave New World, only 5% of the population, the "cognitive elite" or what he calls the "Brain Lords," will prosper and enjoy the fruits of modern technology. The vast majority of peoples of the world are doomed to a life of misery.

To prevent social unrest under these brutal conditions, the British financier oligarchy has gone to great lengths, since the Kennedy assassination, to foster a drug-rock-sex counterculture, that creates, in the words of Aldous Huxley, as "a concentration camp of the mind." From the ranks of that counterculture, Prince Philip, his World Wildlife Fund, and its "1,001 Club" adjunct, have recruited a radical environmentalist movement, a neo-pagan gang like the Hitler Youth of the 1920s.

To achieve world empire, as Prince Philip has admitted, 80% of the world population must be eliminated within two generations. Over 4 billion people are to die to realize the Windsor/Club of the Isles New Dark Age!

Treat this report as a combat manual for a war against the British Empire. The survival of all nations, and billions of human beings, depends on victory over this new empire, and that victory begins with knowledge of the nature of the enemy.

For a full documentation of the American System and the British Empire's orchestration of World War one, then check out:
1. Cracks in the Illusion

The Powers of the Crown are Real!
The idea of a "constitutional monarchy" is a myth. All that exists are "oaths of allegiance" to the monarch. Without the need for parliamentary authority, Queen Elizabeth has Royal Prerogative Powers. The following partial list of those powers is from the authoritative Burke's Peerage and Baronetage:

- the Queen alone may declare war at her pleasure;
- as commander-in-chief, the Queen may choose and appoint all commanders and officers by land, sea, and air;
- the Queen may convene, adjourn, remove, and dissolve Parliament;
- the Queen may dismiss the prime minister and choose whom she will as the replacement;
- the Queen can choose and appoint all judges, councillors, officers of state, magistrates;
- the Queen can choose and appoint all archbishops (including the Archbishop of Canterbury, who is primus inter pares in the Anglican Communion), bishops, and high ecclesiastical dignitaries;
- as "the Sovereign is first in honor, dignity and in power--and the seat and fountain of all three," the Queen may bestow all public honors, including creating a peerage for membership in the House of Lords or bestowing an order of chivalry;
- the Queen alone may conclude treaties;
- the Queen may initiate criminal proceedings, and she alone can bestow a pardon.

Some of these powers are exercised on the advice of cabinet ministers or others, and the principal vehicle through which the Queen receives such advice--apart from weekly or more frequent meetings with the prime minister--is through a body known as the Privy Council.

Her Majesty’s Prerogative Powers

By Scott Thompson

EIR- The idea of a "constitutional monarchy" is a myth. All that exists are "oaths of allegiance" to the monarch. Without the need for parliamentary authority, Queen Elizabeth has Royal Prerogative Powers. The following partial list of those powers is from the authoritative Burke's Peerage and Baronetage:

- the Queen alone may declare war at her pleasure;
- as commander-in-chief, the Queen may choose and appoint all commanders and officers by land, sea, and air;
- the Queen may convene, adjourn, remove, and dissolve Parliament;
- the Queen may dismiss the prime minister and choose whom she will as the replacement;
- the Queen can choose and appoint all judges, councillors, officers of state, magistrates;
- the Queen can choose and appoint all archbishops (including the Archbishop of Canterbury, who is primus inter pares in the Anglican Communion), bishops, and high ecclesiastical dignitaries;
- as "the Sovereign is first in honor, dignity and in power--and the seat and fountain of all three," the Queen may bestow all public honors, including creating a peerage for membership in the House of Lords or bestowing an order of chivalry;
- the Queen alone may conclude treaties;
- the Queen may initiate criminal proceedings, and she alone can bestow a pardon.

Some of these powers are exercised on the advice of cabinet ministers or others, and the principal vehicle through which the Queen receives such advice--apart from weekly or more frequent meetings with the prime minister--is through a body known as the Privy Council.

The Privy Council

According to the Privy Council's own public documents, there are 390 members of the Council, who are appointed for life. The Privy Council serves as a vehicle for the Queen's use of her Prerogative Powers, because it is a council with representatives from all branches of the Venetian oligarchy, including: peers from the House of Lords, the prime minister, the Law Lords, all cabinet officers, leaders of the Loyal Opposition in Parliament, prominent individuals in the City of London, and leading members of the established Anglican Communion.

The Privy Council is above Parliament, including the House of Lords, because of the Queen's Prerogative Powers. However, the Privy Council not only serves as a vehicle for exercise of the Queen's Prerogative Powers, but its offices also enact statutory powers delegated by various Acts of Parliament. It has its own Order of Precedence, which begins with HRH Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh, KG, KT, OM, GBE; then, HRH Prince Charles, Prince of Wales, KG, KT GCB; next come George Leonard Carey, Archbishop of Canterbury, and Lord High Chancellor Lord Mackey of Clashfern; and finally arriving at [former] Prime Minister and First Lord of the Treasury John Major, and, very far down the list, Labour Party leader [now Prime Minister] Anthony Charles Lynton Blair. The fact that Tony Blair was made a member of the Privy Council on July 27, 1994, helps explain why there is not a dime's worth of difference between his policies and those of Tory Prime Minister Major or his predecessor, Lady Margaret Thatcher. As Blair's factional opponent in Labour, Anthony Wedgwood Benn, revealed, based upon personal experience: All members of the Privy Council must take an oath of allegiance to uphold the Queen and her actions. Such oaths are the basis of the myth that the British Empire represents a "constitutional monarchy."

As readers of the French Renaissance author François Rabelais would appreciate, the term "Privy Council" comes from the earlier days, when only the sovereign's most trusted advisers could approach,
while said sovereign was engaged upon the com-
mode.

The Privy Council takes on special importance in
terms of the Prerogative Powers during times of the
sovereign's marriage or demise, which are the only
times the Privy Council meets as a whole body.
Likewise, the Privy Council takes on added authority
in the event of the sovereign's illness or absence
abroad. On a change of government, which is one of
the Queen's more notorious powers to exercise, or a
reconstruction involving ministerial changes, the
Privy Council makes the necessary arrangements.
Other special duties include the preparation of proclama-
tions for such events as the dissolution and
summoning of Parliament and the declaration of na-
tional emergency. And, Prerogative Powers include
the consideration of applications for the grant (or
amendment) of Royal Charters of Incorporation to
bodies covering a wide field, such as the original
charter for the British East India Company. Crown
or Privy Council nominees are often appointed to
governing boards.

The Privy Council also has statutory powers that
have been conferred by a variety of enactments, and
they are exercised either by "Orders in Coun-
cil" (i.e., by the sovereign in Council) or by "Orders
of Council" (i.e., by the Lords of the Privy Council).
For example, under the Local Government Act of
1972, borough status and other rights and privileges
of district councils are submitted through the Privy
Council. The Privy Council Office is also respon-
sible for the annual nomination and appointment of
High Sheriffs of the counties of England and Wales,
pursuant to the Sheriffs Act 1887. One of the
Queen's Prerogative Powers is to instigate criminal
investigations, and the Privy Council assists in the
preparation and issuance of warrants.

There are often junior Privy Councils in the 17 na-
tions of the British Empire where the Queen is so-
vereign. There used to be a separate Privy Council for
Northern Ireland, but this no longer meets and no
further appointments can be made to it: Its functions
have been transferred to the secretary of state for
Northern Ireland. All the most important laws for
Northern Ireland today are made by the Queen's
Privy Council through "Orders in Council," which is
simply one type of secondary legislation authorized
by statute (in this case the Northern Ireland Act of
1974).

An Australian Case Study

The Queen's Powers in Action.

By Allan Douglas

The vast prerogative powers of the Queen are portrayed
as purely nominal, a relic of
days gone by, when mon-
archs had real power. Natu-
rally, the oligarchy prefers
to "arrange things," such
that the Crown does not
have to swing its mailed fist.
But, when there is no alter-
native, the fist will come
down. Such was the case
when the Queen sacked Australia's popularly elected
Labor Prime Minister, Gough Whitlam, in 1975.

First elected in 1972, Whitlam and his key associates,
such as Minerals and Energy Minister R.F.X. "Rex"
Connor, developed sweeping plans to industrialize
Australia's nearly barren continent. Central to this,
was Whitlam's plan to "buy back the farm"--to buy
out the raw materials cartels such as RTZ and Anglo-
American, which were looting Australia's mineral
riches, without creating any development in return.
Whitlam looked to sources of finance outside the
usual New York and
London markets, to ac-
complish this.

Through the British-
dominated press, a series
of scandals were cooked
up about his efforts. Fi-
nally, under cover of a
nominal deadlock in
Parliament--one in the
process of being solved
--the Queen's personal
representative in Austra-
lia, Governor-General
Sir John Kerr, sacked
Whitlam.

Sir John Kerr was handsomely
rewarded by the Queen herself
for sacking Whitlam
Australians were astounded, and tens of thousands poured into the streets to protest. But the deed was done.

Kerr had worked with high levels of British intelligence during World War II; more importantly, he was obsessed with the feudal "honors" bestowed by the monarchy, such as his position as a Knight Commander of St. Michael and St. George (KCMG).

Before Kerr sacked Whitlam, he consulted with his superior in that order, Sir Garfield Barwick, Chief Justice of the High Court of Australia, the head of the Australian Conservation Foundation (founded by Prince Philip in 1963), and a member of Her Majesty's Privy Council. Barwick gave the green light, and Kerr dumped Whitlam.

Shortly after the dismissal, Sir John was rewarded by the Queen herself: As he records in his autobiography, "In Canberra I was sworn in as a member of Her Majesty's Privy Council at a meeting presided over by the Queen." She also dubbed him a member of the Royal Victorian Order (RVO)--not bad for a country boy from Australia, since this honor ranks below only two others: the Order of the Garter, the oldest order of chivalry in the world, and the Order of the Thistle. All three are bestowed only at the discretion of the Queen herself without the recommendations of any of her governments, as is normally the case.

The Royal Family’s (shallow) Genepool

Figure 1: The Royal Family Tree

Note: Dashed lines indicate that one or more generations have been omitted.
Yes dear, the Queen does rule over Britain. She even reserves the right to declare war. Documents received through the British Freedom of Information Act have revealed that the Queen and Prince Charles have exercised their right to veto legislation. This does not only involve ecological or other pet concerns of Prince Charles, but real legislation. For instance in 1999 the Queen vetoed the Military Actions Against Iraq Bill, drafted to transfer the power to authorize military strikes against Iraq from the Monarch to Parliament. In 2004 she asked to consent to the Civil Partnership Act, which required significant changes in the legislation in order for it to be approved by the Queen.

The documents were released after legal expert John Kirkhope fought in the courts for their release. He is quoted in the Daily Telegraph as having said, "There has been an implication that these prerogative powers are quaint and sweet, but actually there is real influence and real power, albeit unaccountable."

Andrew George, Liberal Democratic MP for St Ives, which touches upon Prince Charles's Duchy of Cornwall, told the Telegraph that these revelations show that the Queen and Charles "are playing an active role in the democratic process... This is opening the eyes of those who believe the Queen only has a ceremonial role."

Charles has vetoed 12 government bills since 2005.
Prince Charles' "Incontinent Lobbying" Could Undermine Monarchy

LPAC- August 13, 2013

Britain's Prince Charles has been caught meddling in national politics again, and his continued interference could put the monarchy at risk, the Daily Mail warned in an editorial on Monday.

Prince Charles' Royal Incontinence.

Charles is ignoring "all alarm bells" set off by an ongoing eight-year court case about 27 letters he wrote to government ministers during 2004-05, and plowing ahead with his meddling, the Mail wrote: "The fierce row over Prince Charles' blatant attempts to influence Government policy by bombarding ministers with black spider memos [a reference to Charles' weird handwriting] should have served as a warning to him that future monarchs should not become embroiled in day-to-day politics."

Charles' lobbying is focused on his pet obsessions: green energy, alternative medicine, agriculture and architecture. His office defended Charles' actions, claiming he has a right and a duty to communicate privately with the government "on any matter he chooses." Yesterday, Labour Party backbencher Paul Flynn accused Charles of an "incontinence of lobbying."

The Mail revealed that he has had 36 private meetings with Cabinet members, including seven with the Prime Minister, and a further 17 with junior ministers since David Cameron formed his government in May 2010. After centuries of political battles between Parliament and the monarchy — dating back to the Magna Charta - the British monarchy is supposed to maintain a position of political neutrality.

The Guardian is now appealing a high court ruling this month, which rejected the newspaper's legal attempt to have the earlier 27 letters made public. The court ruled that the public has no right to read documents that would reveal how Charles has sought to alter government policies, but Lord Judge, lord chief justice of England and Wales, and two other judges have given the Guardian permission to appeal against the decision, that newspaper reported. The appeal will be heard before the end of this year. There was apparently good reason for the first court to turn the Guardian down: Attorney General Dominic Grieve has said that if the letters were published, there was a risk that the heir to the throne would be "viewed by others as disagreeing with government policy."

The Prince has made a name for himself in trying to influence diverse affairs of state by lobbying MPs relentlessly. Here he chats with PM Cameron.
Crown Agents: The Queen's Managers

by Dean Andromidas

Crown Agents, officially known as Crown Agents for Overseas Governments and Administration, occupies a non-descript office block in Surrey, in the suburbs of London. According to its literature, Crown Agents is a not-for-profit, private corporation, which carries out mundane logistical and administrative sub-contract work for the British Overseas Development Administration, and various development agencies and foreign governments. This is typical British understatement—i.e., strategic deception.

Crown Agents is exactly what its name implies, an agent of Her Majesty the Queen. It was founded in 1833 as Crown Agents for the Colonies, and historically played a vital role in the creation and management of what British historians call the Third Empire (1). While Lord Palmerston, Cecil Rhodes, Prince Edward Albert ("The Prince of the Isles"), and Lord Milner were providing the geopolitical theory and ideology to justify Britain's global empire, Crown Agents ran the day-to-day affairs. Crown Agents printed the stamps and banknotes of the colonies; provided technical, engineering, and financial services; served as private bankers to the colonial monetary authorities, government officials, and heads of state; served as arms procurers, quartermasters, and paymasters for the colonial armies. In effect, Crown Agents administered the British Empire, which at one point in the nineteenth century, encompassed over 300 colonies and nominally "independent countries" allied to the British Crown.

According to its charter, Crown Agents is an "Emanation of the Crown." This gives Crown Agents a status close to the monarchy, yet outside the official government structures of the United Kingdom. Through much of its existence, it was overseen by the Colonial Secretary and, later, in the so-called post-colonial era, by the Minister of Overseas Development. Although not formally a department of the government, Crown Agents' entire debt was guaranteed by the Exchequer.

In 1996, as the British were in the process of unleashing the dogs of war in Africa, as the cutting edge of its final assault against the nation-state system worldwide, Crown Agents was "privatized," under the new name, Crown Agents for Overseas Government and Administrations Ltd., with its own board of directors and management. In turn, Crown Agents functions as a holding company for dozens of operating companies and joint ventures. Its shares are held in trust by the Crown Agents Foundation, which is presided over by a board of directors and councillors, bringing together an impressive collection of governmental and non-governmental organizations, corporations, banking and business organizations, and so on—all from the inner core of the Club of the Isles and the formal Crown apparatus.

Providing functions in "difficult areas"

According to its 1996 annual report, Crown Agents' numerous subsidiaries still carry out the same wide array of governmental functions, from printing postage stamps and bank notes, to running worldwide commercial shipping and air freight operations, to procuring arms and other logistical supplies. Crown Agents, according to spokesmen, specializes in providing these functions in "difficult areas."

---

(1) In A.W. Abbot (CMG, CBE), A Short History of the Crown Agents and Their Office (1959) (although printed by Eyre and Spottiswoode Limited, Her Majesty's Printers at The Chiswick Press, it was only for private circulation), an unofficial history of Crown Agents, written by a former Crown Agent, the author talks of three distinct British empires. The First Empire, according to this account, began in the first half of the sixteenth century as a by-product of England's wars with Spain, and lasted until the American Revolution, which left England in an extremely weakened position, both as a colonial and a European power. Nonetheless, the period between the end of the American Revolution and the end of the Napoleonic wars, is considered the era of the Second Empire, which included the consolidation of Canada and expansion in Asia and Australia. The Third Empire is dated by the founding of Crown Agents in 1833, and is marked by the expansion of the Empire throughout Africa and the Indian subcontinent. This is the empire of Cecil Rhodes, Lord Milner, etc.
And, indeed they do. Today, Crown Agents functions as "agents" for over 150 foreign governments and organizations, which they refer to as "principals." In some instances, they manage vast real estate and financial portfolios, specializing in offshore banking "services." According to its recent public statements, Crown Agents manages over $3 billion worth of projects. Its asset management business alone, has a portfolio valued at over $1 billion.

Typical of Crown Agent's current "discreet" operation are the following:

- It manages the entire customs service for the government of Mozambique;
- Through its chairmanship of a quasi-public entity called Europe SA, it is in charge of all economic reconstruction procurement for Bosnia;
- Through a joint venture with a Monaco-based company called ES-KO, Crown Agents provides all of the food for United Nations peacekeepers in Angola and Bosnia. ES-KO also provides logistical services to private petroleum and mining companies in such "difficult" areas as Algeria and Colombia, and manages the privatization of the state sector of Ghana.

**Her Majesty's Murder, Inc.**

By now, it may have dawned on some readers that Crown Agents' range of "services"--arms procurement, border controls, offshore banking--also nicely fit the "administrative requirements" of the world's organized crime cartels.

In fact, a careful review of some of the more sordid aspects of the recent history of Crown Agents, suggests that the firm has been at the center of the British Crown's highly sensitive patronage of global organized crime--what EIR long ago dubbed Dope, Inc.

Crown Agents' extensive links to international organized crime surfaced in the mid-1970s, when the firm's over-extended real estate portfolio, particularly its London real estate investments, blew sky high. At the time that the London commercial real estate market collapsed, Crown Agents was managing a portfolio of assets, loans, and other financial paper, totalling more than £4 billion. Despite the fact that Crown Agents held no banking charter, it owned a string of banks all over the world, including some unsavory outfits in some of the most notorious hot-money havens of the Commonwealth.

Much of the capital through which Crown Agents built up its real estate portfolio came from Third World governments, which made the unfortunate mistake of placing their trust in the Queen's favorite service agency. Crown Agents heavily leveraged its investment capital, building up debts far beyond its resources. When the 1973 oil shock hit, and the real estate market was one of the first of the bubbles to pierce, Crown Agents, along with many other institutions that were heavily leveraged in the secondary banking markets, went broke.

The Bank of England stepped in to bail out Crown Agents to the tune of several hundred million pounds--more than a decade before the U.S. government would carry out a similar bailout of the savings and loan institutions, ravaged by similar commercial real estate speculation. The collapse of Crown Agents' real estate portfolio led to three governmental and parliamentary investigations.

The surfacing of a wide criminal conspiracy was averted with the timely death of one of the key witnesses, the director of Crown Agents' money market operations, who purportedly blew his brains out shortly before he was to face trial on charges of corruption. According to news accounts at the time, this fellow, whose signature appeared on many of the most outrageous transactions, happened to be a heavy gambler. He had been a member of Crockfords, an elite gambling club, and two other casinos. He was a fixture at London casinos, often signing £1,000 checks. He had a home in Westminster, one of the most expensive sections of London, a country house, and three cars--all on a middle-level civil
Early on in 1997, the government of Papua New Guinea was voted from office, following the worst scandal to hit the country since its independence*. It was triggered when the government sought to contract a British mercenary firm, Sandline International, to take on the task of wiping out a local insurgency. For weeks, the press ran articles depicting Sandline as the stereotypical mercenaries, the dogs of war, hired killers. But, there was barely a mention of another company which was also involved in bidding for security work in P.N.G., and which, in fact, had initiated the proposal that the government bring in "private" companies to fill its counter insurgency needs. The other company, standing discreetly in the shadows, was the Corps of Commissionaires. It was only after the Corps of Commissionaires, which maintains a permanent office in P.N.G., submitted a bid higher than the government's limited budget, that Sandline was given the contract--which, some observers report, was on the Corps' recommendation. Sandline, in turn, farmed out part of the contract to another London-based "private" security firm, Defence Systems Ltd.

Sandline and the Corps of Commissionaires appear to be very similar outfits: Both are based in London. Both draw exclusively from the military and police establishments of the United Kingdom and the Commonwealth. Both have Special Air Service (SAS) veterans in their employ. Both take on work for foreign governments and multinational corporations.

The Queen's squadristi

But, in fact, the Corps of Commissionaires is not a competitor to Sandline, Executive Outcomes, Defence Systems Ltd., and the rash of other British and Commonwealth 'private' mercenary companies that have surfaced in recent years; it is an umbrella agency, and central hiring hall, which brings the entire collection of so-called "private" services under the direct auspices of the British Crown.

The substantial difference that puts the Corps higher on the pecking order, is that it lists the Queen of England as its official patron and honorary chair. It has substantial sister organizations in Canada and Australia, two countries which are still under the direct sovereign control of the House of Windsor; the Queen is their patron and honorary chair, as well.

A spokesman for the Queen, in a moment of royal indiscretion, admitted to EIR, that Queen Elizabeth II serves as head of the various Corps of Commissionaires, as part of her official duties as Commander-in-Chief of all military forces of the Empire. In short, the Corps is an integral part of the military structure of the Crown--albeit a usually "invisible" part.

Given the Corps' royal sponsorship and direction, it should come as no surprise that the British Corps' Board of Governors is dominated by retired senior officers, who have held positions within the Royal Household. Many board members belong to the Order of the Bath, the only chivalric order, which honors military officers who made extraordinary contributions to the Crown. The Order of the Bath was founded, in the eighteenth century, by King George|I, in the early days of the Hanoverian-Windsor dynasty.

Her Majesty's mercenary clearing-house

A spokesman at the Corps' London office, in a recent interview, confidently assured EIR that the Corps could draw upon a pool of former military and uniformed services personnel, from ex-SAS veterans, to regular soldiers, to senior officers up to the rank of four-star general. These include veterans capable of any tasks, from organizing operations of a logistical nature; to military and police training, in Britain and overseas; to more esoteric operations. Although the spokesman denied that the Corps plays any role in recruiting mercenaries, he hedged, "

*Although this report was published in 1997, and focuses upon the case study of Papua New Guinea, it is important that the reader takes note that the institution of the Commissionaires has changed little in 15 years, and can be found at the center of continued destabilization operations such as that witnessed most recently in Libya and Syria.

-CRC editorial
'We can do anything in this field, and if we can't do it, we can find someone who can.' While advertising its more mundane security services on a well-maintained web site, the spokesman further explained to EIR that "other" services are available, but that details would have to be "discussed across the table. Get my drift?"

The scale of operations of the Corps of Commissionaires is staggering, particularly in light of the spokesman's veiled admission that it can provide mercenary services.

The Canadian Corps is the largest of the organizations, with over 13,000 Commissionaires presently on the payroll (1). By comparison, the Canadian Army, which has forces deployed in United Nations "blue helmet" peacekeeping missions all around the globe, has only 20,000 men and women. Although organized as a not-for-profit private company, the Corps is the official uniformed security service for the Canadian government. Commissionaires can be seen at all Canadian federal facilities.

The Corps of Commissionaires sister organizations in Australia have expanded its role well beyond the traditional. They have established subsidiaries outside of Australia. One of these is P.N.G. Corps Ltd., located in Papua New Guinea.

An Australian spokesmen assured EIR that the Corps, as a private company can "supply customers with a wide range of services.... We will do anything that's legal. Our men have a wide range of military skills and these can be put to good use in the private sector in areas of security, crowd control, or whatever, as required by our clients." Among their 700 clients are the country's major banks and corporations, including, for example, ANZ Banking Group Ltd., Westpac Banking, Commonwealth Bank, Hong Shang Banking Corp., and National Australia Bank.

Among the industrial firms which employ the Corps are: Imperial Chemical Industries, Unilever, and British General Electric Company. The insurance giant Australian Mutual Provident (the largest insurance company in the country), as well as the nation's most important stock-brokerage, Potter Warburg, both contract with the Corps. Among Australia's largest mining and oil companies, the Corps' clients include: Shell Corp. of Australia, Western Mining Corp., British Petroleum, and Caltex Oil.

As in the case of Canada, the chief patrons of the Corps of Commissionaires in Australia, which are organized by state, are the state governors, who are directly answerable to the Queen. Their directors are drawn not only from retired senior officers, but from the highest level of the Australian establishment which is closest to the Crown.

An imperial history

The Corps of Commissionaires, like its sister agency, Crown Agents, was founded under royal sponsorship in 1859, when the British Empire was at the peak of its power and global reach. The Corps was established, ostensibly, to provide employment for thousands of British soldiers demobilized following the Crimean War. Initially, the "soldiers" of the Corps of Commissionaires were employed principally as armed, uniformed security guards for the prestigious financial houses of the City of London. Their flashy uniforms have been a familiar sight, at the entrances of elite banking and financial establishments of the City ever since.

But, make no mistake. The Corps is not some kind of benevolent society for war veterans, or even a simple uniformed security guard service. It was organized as an integral part of the imperial military system, as evidenced by the Queen's role, to this day.

In the nineteenth century, the Corps of Commissionaires was established in Australia, Canada, East Africa, New Zealand, and South Africa, after a series of resettlement agencies helped relocate a sizable number of British military veterans and their families to the far corners of the Empire, where they also assumed prominent posts within the local military and intelligence establishments.

The Corps was founded by Sir Edward Walter, a retired captain in the Royal Army, whose family also founded the Times of London, which has always served as the mouthpiece of the British Establishment.

(1) 15 years later, the Canadian Commissionaires now totals 20,000.
Sir Edward Walter, founder of the Corps of Commissionaires. On the wall hangs a portrait of King Edward VII.

The official history of the Corps, *Our Sergeant*, writes of Sir Edward's motivation for founding the Corps: "He believed they [Army veterans] could demonstrate, through their military qualities, the essence of their employability to the City of London, the world's financial and commercial capital, the country as a whole, and indeed to the Empire beyond. The City would surely come rapidly to appreciate representatives on the doors of head offices, who embodied discipline and loyalty, men who could guard banks and store houses, men of trust who could carry sensitive valuable items between branches of companies and between companies themselves." On where their loyalties lay, the same book reports that the Corps of Commissionaires' "very existence relied on the establishment, on protecting the property of financial houses, the professions and the major industrial concerns."

The role of the Corps of Commissionaires was substantially upgraded when Margaret Thatcher was elected prime minister in 1979, and the radical "free market" policies of the Mont Pelerin Society were unleashed on the world with new force. In 1984, following a reorganization, drafted by Peter Loyd, executive director of the British Institute of Management, the Corps of Commissionaires moved to expand way beyond its role in the City. Its uniformed security service was converted into a separate division, within the Corps, and new divisions were created to provide "specialist security functions." At the same time, the Corps began recruiting personnel from a broader range of military, paramilitary, and police agencies. The scope of its operational capabilities expanded tremendously, as the use of privatized counterinsurgency forces, suited to operate in zones of instability, became a crucial part of the British bag of tricks.

In 1986, to commemorate this reorganization, a special reception was held at Buckingham Palace in honor of the Corps.

---

**From our 1997 Archive**

**The Dogs of War: Her Majesty's Irregular Forces**

*by Scott Thompson*

Among her most important "Prerogative Powers" as monarch, Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II is the Commander-in-Chief of all the armed forces of the British Empire and the Commonwealth, including the Special Air Services (SAS), such nominally "private" irregular warfare agencies as the Corps of Commissionaires, and the plethora of "private" security firms that operate under the Corps' umbrella. She alone has the power to declare war and conclude treaties, and she has the authority to appoint all commanders and officers by land, sea, and air.

These "Prerogative Powers" are exercised through a body known as the Privy Council, comprised of some 400 hand-picked appointees from the House of Lords, the current and former prime ministers and Cabinet officers, leaders of the governing party and the opposition, directors of the leading City of London corporations, the hierarchy of the Church of England, and ranking members of the military, security, and intelligence services. No act of Parliament is in force until it has been approved by "Orders in Council," i.e., accepted by the Queen and communicated through the Privy Council.

The Queen presides over a weekly meeting of the Joint Intelligence Committee, where she—and not the prime minister—is fully briefed on the activities of all of the British secret services. No British "Rambo" or latter-day James Bonds carry out a single covert act, which does not fall under the purview of the Queen.

According to the official Canadian document, "The Role and Structure of the Privy Council Office," published in Ottawa by the Privy Council in December 1996, there is a Canadian Privy Council Coordinator of Security and Intelligence, and a Security and Intelligence Secretariat, which both report directly to the Queen, in her capacity as Sovereign over Canada. The Secretariat is chaired by the Clerk of the Privy Council, the Queen's personal administrator.
According to a source at the Privy Council Office in Ottawa, the Canadian system is almost certainly a carbon-copy of the structure of the British Empire's central Privy Council in London, although no similar document exists, corroborating that structure.

**Military outreach**

The Queen keeps in touch with the military services of the United Kingdom and the Commonwealth through the Chiefs of Staff and her Defence Services Secretary. She makes regular visits to service establishments, and is regularly briefed on their activities, according to palace sources.

Although many of the military deployments of the British and Commonwealth services are kept secret, a review of the International Institute of Strategic Studies 1996-97 *The Military Balance*, confirms that British forces are presently deployed in Antarctica, Ascension Island, Brunei, Cyprus, Germany, Gibraltar, Nepal, Taiwan, Thailand, the West Indies, on the Malvinas Islands, and on Diego Garcia in the Indian Ocean. In addition, 455 British military advisers are posted in 30 countries.

British troops are also engaged, as part of United Nations "blue helmet" forces, in peacekeeping missions in the Adriatic Sea, Angola, Bosnia, Croatia, Egypt, Georgia, Haiti, Iraq, Kuwait, Italy, Saudi Arabia, on the Syrian-Israeli border, and in Turkey.

**Her Majesty's irregulars**

This formal deployment of British forces around the globe does not take into account the global operations of Her Majesty's "irregulars," the so-called "former" SAS and regular military and police officers who take up private sector assignments, but, in reality, never leave Her Majesty's Secret Service.

In the Oct. 28, 1994 *EIR Special Report*, "The Coming Fall of the House of Windsor," we exposed the role of the 23rd SAS Regiment, ostensibly the SAS's "reserve" detachment, in Prince Philip's murderous covert assassination program, "Operation Lock," which targeted political dissidents in South Africa during 1987-90, under the cover of hunting down and eliminating "poachers" who were allegedly killing off South Africa's endangered black rhinos, and selling their skins and horns on the black market.

With funding and sponsorship from the World Wildlife Fund, and, reportedly, from the Queen Mother, "Operation Lock" financed the establishment of an ostensibly private security firm, KAS Enterprises Ltd., headed by the famous World War II SAS founder, Sir David Stirling, and run, on the ground, by Lt. Col. Ian Crooke, the head of the 23rd SAS Regiment.

According to sources familiar with the "Operation Lock" fiasco, KAS Enterprises Ltd. was prototypical of the SAS front companies, established in recent years, to conduct "plausibly deniable" clandestine operations. When Sir David Stirling died in 1990, KAS was purchased by Sir James Goldsmith. The SAS operators on the ground in southern Africa, working in tandem with some of South Africa's own sanctioned assassins, like Craig Williamson and Ant White, the accused murderers of Sweden's Prime Minister Olof Palme, didn't miss a beat. Operation Lock was eventually exposed and shut down, but not until hundreds of political figures in Namibia, Zimbabwe, Mozambique, South Africa, the Seychelles Islands, and so on, were gunned down, and thousands more killed in the cross-fire, orchestrated by what came to be known as the mysterious "third force."

Today, despite that exposé, the African continent is crawling with "private" mercenary armies, staffed by "former" SAS men, and South African "scouts," operating under such corporate covers as Executive Outcomes and Defence Systems Ltd.

In this report, you will see that, while there still exists a wall of secrecy surrounding the "official" links of these security firms, they play an undeniable role in the British grand strategy of depopulating Africa, grabbing the continent's raw materials wealth, and moving similarly to take over Ibero-America. And, despite the Official Secrecy, through two little-known but pivotal Crown agencies, unearthed by *EIR* investigators, we can now provide the paper trail, which leads directly to the monarchy and the Privy Council.
2. The Anatomy of the Empire

An investigation into the evolution and structure of the British Empire
Who Controls Africa’s Raw Materials?

EIRNS, March 1997--Twenty seven raw materials companies, most representing the highest levels of the British Commonwealth raw materials cartel, dominate between 80 and 90% of all African metal and mineral output and refining. This excludes energy generation. The table below provides the list.

AMAX, U.S.A.
America Mineral Fields,* Canada
Anglo American, South Africa
Anglovaal, South Africa
Ashanti Mines, Ghana
Banro International,* Canada
Barrick Gold, Canada
Broken Hill Proprietary, Australia
BRPM and OCP, state companies, Morocco
Consolidated Goldfields, South Africa
Debswana and BCL, state companies, Botswana
Delta Gold,* Australia
Gecamines, state company, Zaire
Gencor, South Africa
Inco, Canada
International Panorama,* Canada and British Cayman Islands
Iskor, South Africa
JCI, South Africa
Lonrho, England
Phelps Dodge, U.S.A.
Rio Tinto Zinc, England
Rembrandt Group, South Africa
Royal Dutch Shell (minerals), England & Netherlands
SOMINKI, Kivu province company, Zaire
Tenke Company* (formerly Consolidated Eurocan), Canada
Union Miniere, Belgium
ZCCM/Zimco, state company, Zambia

* denotes a junior company

Second, five of the entities represent state mining companies. Four represent the federal mining companies of the nations of Botswana, Morocco (a big producer of phosphate), Zaire, and Zambia. A fifth entity, is the mining enterprise of Kivu province, Zaire, called Sominki. Laurent Kabila is facilitating the privatization of most of the rich holdings of Zaire's Gecamines, and Sominki. As the May 9 meeting between Kabila and financiers in Lubumbashi, and other events make clear, the raw materials cartel companies are snapping up these properties. Likewise, in Zambia, privatization is beginning. Among the bidders for Zambia's copper properties are Anglo American Corp. and Rio Tinto Zinc. Thus, soon, only two state enterprises, those of Botswana and Morocco, may exist in their current form.

Third, of the remaining 20 entities on the list, 19 are headquartered in either Britain, Canada, South Africa, or Australia (Union Miniere of Belgium, the 20th company, is part of this network, as is also the nominally American company, AMAX). The British Commonwealth companies dominate and produce the lion's share of Africa's resources: The 27 companies produce between 80% and 85% of all of Africa's metal and minerals output, and the Commonwealth raw materials cartel component produces at least four-fifths of that amount.

(It is estimated that the South Africa-based Oppenheimer family's Anglo American/DeBeers empire controls one-quarter of all of Africa's raw materials output, all by itself). Since Africa has little manufacturing or infrastructure, this places the life-or-death existence of most African nations, including the export earnings of several nations, in the cartel's hands.
The cartel, which is consolidating those properties it does not already own, is moving to dispense with the nation-state, and to gather up those parcels of land where the raw materials lie.

The genocidal policy of depopulating much of the continent, whose people the cartel views as superfluous, and even as interfering with its project, goes forward. This policy was spelled out in U.S. National Security Memorandum 200, in 1974, by U.S. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger.

With respect to destroying this cartel, Lyndon LaRouche stated May 17: "If the President moves against the genocide in Africa, the President must move against that [raw materials] cartel, one of the most powerful assemblies of international corporate power, which, like a pack of hyenas, is feeding on the corpse of Africa, the hyenas who are gorging up the concessions, the raw materials concessions, the gold concessions, the diamond concessions, the strategic minerals concessions, the petroleum concessions, like George Bush and his friends. This includes Anglo American Corporation of South Africa; it includes Oppenheimer-DeBeers of South Africa; it includes, in fact, the hard-core of the entire British Commonwealth apparatus, centered upon the City of London, and backed by, and associated with the Privy Council of the British Monarchy. These are people who kill, like George Bush."

What is the Privy Council of Canada?

For those who still believe that the Privy Council of Canada is merely a relic of old traditions long dead exercising no more control than the Queen, they would do well to reconsider that view as it is not the people, or parliament who hold the allegiance of those who are introduced into its roster, but rather the Queen of England.

“I, [name], do solemnly and sincerely swear that I shall be a true and faithful servant to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth the Second, as a member of Her Majesty’s Privy Council for Canada. I will in all things to be treated, debated and resolved in Privy Council, faith-fully, honestly and truly declare my mind and my opinion. I shall keep secret all matters committed and revealed to me in this capacity, or that shall be secretly treated of in Council. Generally, in all things I shall do as a faithful and true servant ought to do for Her Majesty.”

That both Stephen Harper, as well as NDP leader Thomas Mulcair have taken this oath of allegiance and secrecy should send alarm bells in the minds of any thinking citizen. This also means that these illustrious men have joined the ranks with such national disasters and foreign agents of influence as Maurice Strong, Paul Desmarais of Power Corporation (deceased), Prince Phillip of Edinburg, Lord Conrad Black [1], Canadian International Council President Bill Graham and the current head of the powerful Canadian Council of Chief Executives (CCCE) John Manley.

Being a member of this select group does not immediately prove an individual is engaged in treason anymore than someone’s participation in a Bilderberg meeting or freemasonic society. It does however speak volumes if the person in question is actively carrying out the intentions of a financial oligarchy which has explicitly stated their intention to reduce the world population from the current 7 billion to less than one.

Footnote

[1] In January 2014, Lord Black’s membership in the Privy Council was revoked by the Queen’s Governor General implying a compromise within opposing factions within the Canadian (and possibly American) establishment. Black’s Canadian citizenship was revoked in 2002 by then-PM Jean Chretien for his acceptance of Lordship by the Queen
Nazi Roots of the House of Windsor

By Scott Thompson

One of the biggest public relations hoaxes ever perpetrated by the British Crown, is that King Edward VIII, who abdicated the throne in 1938, due to his support for the Nazis, was a "black sheep," an aberration in an otherwise unblemished Windsor line. Nothing could be further from the truth. The British monarchy, and the City of London's leading Crown bankers, enthusiastically backed Hitler and the Nazis, bankrolled the Führer's election, and did everything possible to build the Nazi war machine, for Britain's planned geopolitical war between Germany and Russia.

Support for Nazi-style genocide has always been at the heart of House of Windsor policy, and long after the abdication of Edward VIII, the Merry Windsors maintained their direct Nazi links.

So, when Prince Philip, co-founder with Prince Bernhard of the Netherlands of the World Wildlife Fund (WWF), tells an interviewer that he hopes to be "reincarnated as a deadly virus" to help solve the "population problem," he is just "doin' what comes naturally" for any scion of the Anglo-Dutch oligarchy (see page 8 for more quotes from Prince Philip).

To get beyond the soap opera stuff and truly understand the Windsors today, it is useful to start with Prince Philip. Not only was he trained in the Hitler Youth curriculum, but his German brothers-in-law, with whom he lived, all became high-ranking figures in the Nazi Party.

Before his family was forced into exile, Prince Philip had been in line of succession to the Greek throne, established after a British-run coup against the son of King Ludwig of Bavaria, who became King Otto I of the Hellenes. Having dispatched King Otto in 1862, London ran a talent search for a successor, which resulted in the selection of Prince William, the son of the designated heir and nephew to the Danish king, Crown Prince Christian. In 1862, Prince William of the Danes was installed as King George I of Greece, and married a granddaughter of Czar Nicholas I in 1866. Prince Philip is a grandson of Queen Victoria, and he is related to most of the current and former crowned heads of Europe, including seven czars.

The marriages of Prince Philip's sisters definitely strengthened the German aristocratic ties. During 1931-1932, Philip's four older sisters married as follows: Margarita to a Czech-Austrian prince named Gottfried von Hohenlohe-Langenburg, a great-grandson of England's Queen Victoria; Theodora to Berthold, the margrave of Baden; Cecilia to Georg Donatus, grand duke of Hesse-by-Rhine, also a great-grandson of Queen Victoria; and, Sophie to Prince Christoph of Hesse.

Three of Philip's brothers-in-law were part of a group of German aristocrats who were Anglophile and pro-Nazi at the same time, and who remain a subversive force in Germany to this day.

Enter Prince Bernhard

His Royal Highness Prince Bernhard, royal consort to Queen Juliana of the Netherlands and father of the current Queen Beatrix, co-founded and became the first head of the World Wildlife Fund.
(now the World Wide Fund for Nature) in October 1961. When the Lockheed scandal forced Prince Bernhard to resign from his most important public functions in 1971, he was replaced by Prince Philip. Prince Bernhard, like Prince Philip, whom he recruited to the eco-fascist cause, had strong roots in the Nazi movement.

In fact, the whole House of Orange did: Queen Wilhelmina, mother of the future Queen Juliana, married a right-wing playboy who begged for money for Hitler; Juliana married an SS man (Prince Bernhard); and, Queen Juliana's daughter Beatrix married a former member of Hitler Youth.

Prince Bernhard first became interested in the Nazis in 1934, during his last year of study at the University of Berlin. He was recruited by a member of the Nazi intelligence services, but first worked openly in the motorized SS. Bernhard went to Paris to work for the firm IG Farben, which pioneered Nazi Economics Minister Hjalmar Schacht's slave labor camp system by building concentration camps to convert coal into synthetic gasoline and rubber. Bernhard's role was to conduct espionage on behalf of the SS. According to the April 5, 1976 issue of Newsweek, this role, as part of a special SS intelligence unit in IG Farbenindustrie, had been revealed in testimony at the Nuremberg trials.

When Bernhard left the SS to marry the future Queen Juliana, he signed his letter of resignation to Adolf Hitler, "Heil Hitler!" William Hoffman writes in his book Queen Juliana:

"Tensions [over the marriage] were not cooled when ... Adolf Hitler forwarded his own congratulatory message. The newspaper Het Volk editorialized that 'it would be better if the future Queen had found a consort in some democratic country rather than in the Third Reich.'"

This is the man who recruited Prince Philip to eco-fascism, but Prince Philip's Nazi roots had been laid much earlier.

**Hitler Youth and Universal Fascism**

Through the influence of his sister Theodora, young Philip was sent to the German school near Lake Constantine that had been founded by Berthold's father, Max von Baden, working through his longtime personal secretary, Kurt Hahn. During World War I, Prince Max von Baden had been chancellor, while the Oxford-trained Hahn first served as head of the Berlin Foreign Ministry's intelligence desk, then as special adviser to Prince Max in the Versailles Treaty negotiations. Von Baden and Hahn set up a school in a wing of Schloss Salem, employing a combination of monasticism and the Nazis' "strength-through-joy" system. At first a supporter of the Nazis, Hahn, who was part Jewish, soon got into trouble with the SS, and came to support the more centrist elements of the Nazi Party. What Hahn really had become is what Henry Kissinger's friend, Michael Ledeen has termed a "universal fascist," in the sense of Vladimir Jabotinsky, Count Coudenhove-Kalergi, the Strasser brothers, and other fascists whom the hard-core Nazis would have no dealings with.

Although Hahn's powerful connections permitted him to escape the concentration camps, he was forced to leave the school he founded in Germany before Philip's arrival there, and established a new school in Scotland, called Gordonstoun. It would play a major role in rearing all the male children of Queen Elizabeth II and Philip. When Philip arrived at Hahn's school in Schloss Salem, it was in control of the Hitler Youth and the Nazi Party, and the curriculum had become Nazi "race science." Hahn became an adviser to the Foreign Office in London, urging policies of appeasement based upon appeals to the "centrist" Nazis.

**Philip's Relatives Work for the SS**

The husband of Philip's sister Sophie, Prince Christoph, was embraced by the Nazis, who saw him as a channel to the appeasement faction in Britain epitomized by King Edward VIII. Joining the Nazi Party in 1933, by 1935 Prince Christoph was chief of the Forschungsamt (directorate of scientific research), a special intelligence operation run by Hermann
Göring, and he was also Standartenführer (colonel) of the SS on Heinrich Himmler's personal staff. The Forschungsamts used electronic intelligence-gathering methods to police the Nazi Party, while working with the Gestapo against the Catholic Church, the Jews, and labor organizations. When rumors of homosexuality spread against Capt. Ernst Roehm of the Stormtroopers, Himmler turned to the Forschungsamt's eavesdroppers, and ordered the "Night of the Long Knives" as a result. The eldest of Prince Christoph and Sophie's children was named Karl Adolf, after Hitler. Later, Prince Philip would promote his education.

Prince Christoph's brother, Philip of Hesse, married a daughter of the King of Italy, and became the official liaison between the Nazi and Fascist regimes.

Four years after Prince Philip left Schloss Salem to attend Gordonstoun Academy in Scotland, on Nov. 16, 1937, Philip learned that his sister Cecilia and her husband Georg Donatus, hereditary grand duke of Hesse-by-Rhine, had crashed in one of Göring's Junker aircraft on a trip to London for Georg's brother's wedding.

According to the British magazine Private Eye, the funeral became a gathering point for leading Nazis and their appeasers. Prince Philip himself developed secretive ties with King Edward VIII, continuing after Edward was deposed in 1938.

In fact, one of the central figures in the 1930s Nazi-British back-channel was Philip's uncle and sponsor, Lord Louis Mountbatten (originally, Battenberg, a branch of the House of Hesse). Until he was forced to abdicate, King Edward VIII enjoyed the full backing of "Dickie" Mountbatten. Through much of World War II, secret channels of communication were maintained between the British royal family and their pro-Hitler cousins in Germany, by Lord Mountbatten, through his sister Louise, who was crown princess of pro-Nazi Sweden. Louise was Prince Philip's aunt.

Although Buckingham Palace's rumor mill has tried to depict this wartime collaboration with the enemy as mere family correspondence, the channel apparently included messages from Prince Philip's secret ally, the Duke of Windsor (the former Edward VIII). On Nov. 20, 1995, the Washington Times reported, based on recently discov-
The numbers below refer to the chart above.

1- Club of the Isles/House of Windsor:

Through the Club of the Isles, the Windsor Dynasty functions as primus inter pares for an extended royal family that claims the thrones of Russia, Prussia, Denmark, Sweden, Belgium, Greece, the Netherlands, Yugoslavia, and scores of smaller principalities.

2- Prince Philip of Greece and Denmark


3- Zoological Society of London

Founded in 1826 by Sir Stamford Raffles, former Viceroy of India and founder of Singapore. Inspired the New York and Frankfurt Zoological Societies. Mother organization of the London Zoo. Royal Geographical Society (RGS). Founded in 1830 as the Geographical Society of London; Royal Charter in 1859. Sponsored major colonial expeditions such as Livingstone's and Sir Richard Burton's into Africa. The boards of the
ZSL

LIVING CONSERVATION
ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY
OF LONDON

ZSL and RGS are almost indistinguishable from that of the WWF; Prince Philip was president of the ZSL in the 1970s.

The ZSL and RGS stand at the pinnacle of the British intelligence establishment. The ZSL’s recent chief executives: Julian Huxley, 1935-42; Field Marshall Lord Alanbrooke, Senior Chief of Staff for the U.K., 1950-54; Lord Solly Zuckerman, U.K. Government Chief Scientific Adviser, 1955-84; Sir Frank Chappell, the former General Commanding Officer (GOC) of the British Army, present director, member of WWF-U.K.

The ZSL and RGS share the WWF’s eugenics ideology, and the Darwin-Huxley tribe is omnipresent in both. Eugenics “founder” Sir Francis Galton was a major mid-19th century power in the RGS. Michael Huxley, Julian’s cousin, founded its Geographical Magazine. RGS officials together with the WWF’s Sir Peter Scott founded Survival International.

4- RTZ, Shell, Lonrho, ICI, Unilever, DeBeers, AAC
see fuller report on www.canadianpatriot.org

5- The Fauna and Flora Preservation Society


Has a panel of 108 "honorary overseas consultants" in 70 countries. Maintains liaisons with most other key conservation bodies. Mother organization, with the Eugenics Society, of the IUCN and the WWF. Housed since its founding in the London Zoo. Patron: Her Majesty the Queen.

“The Fauna” was founded as an arm of British imperial policy under the guise of "conservation." Its founding vice-presidents, Lords Milner, Grey, Cromer, Curzon, and Minto, were all imperial proconsuls, chiefly in India and Africa.

As Sir Peter Scott, FFPS chairman for most of the three decades from the 1960s until his death in 1989, noted in his history of the Fauna:

"Since the Empire at that time covered about a quarter of the surface of the globe, it was a fair start on internationalizing the infant wildlife conservation movement."

Chief aim of FFPS was to expand the national park system worldwide. It convened international conferences in 1933, 1938, and 1953 to plan new national parks. Its secretary, Colonel Stevenson-Hamilton, established the Kruger National Park in South Africa. The architect of the Kenyan National Park system, Col. Mervyn Cowie, is still an FFPS board member today.

FFPS personnel have dominated the WWF and the IUCN since their founding, frequently chairing the IUCN’s two key committees, the Commission on National Parks and Protected Areas; and the Survival Service Commission, concerned with WWF-style “species preservation,” chaired for almost two decades starting in 1963 by Peter Scott.

6- The Nature Conservancy

Founded by Royal charter in 1949, one of the U.K.’s four official research bodies under the Privy Council. Known as the “world’s first statutory conservation body," it became one of the most powerful postwar covert operations of the Crown.

From his influential post as permanent secretary to the Lord President of the Council (the deputy prime minister), Max Nicholson wrote the legislation for the Conservancy, then left his government post to head it, 1952-66. Nicholson personally developed most of the major strategies and tactics of the world environmental movement for the next decades.

He started the campaign against DDT later popularized by Rachel Carson in The Silent Spring; drafted the constitution for the IUCN; set up and chaired the committee which established the WWF in 1961; and chose Sir Peter Scott as the WWF’s first chairman, who held the post for over two decades.

The subtitle to his 1970 history of the postwar environmental movement is "A Guide for the New Masters of the Earth."
7- IUCN, UNESCO, UNEP

IUCN:
The Swiss-based International Union for the Conservation of Nature was formed in 1948 by Sir Julian Huxley; its constitution was written by the British Foreign Office. Bringing together 68 nations, 103 government agencies, and 640 non-governmental organizations, the IUCN is nominally tied to the United Nations, but is outside of its oversight.

The WWF was originally formed to fund the IUCN; many of the IUCN’s key commissions are run by the Fauna Preservation Society. Together with the UNEP and the World Resources Institute, the IUCN launched the "Global Biodiversity Strategy," which guides the conservation planning of many nations.

Its staff directly plan the conservation strategies and administer the national parks systems of many former colonies today. It sees the preservation of "biodiversity" as its main mission.

The IUCN president is Sir Shridath Ramphal, the former Secretary General of the British Commonwealth 1975-90; its director general, Martin Holdgate, was a senior official of the United Kingdom’s Department of the Environment.

UNESCO:
The United Nations Education, Scientific, and Cultural Organization, is a Paris-based specialized U.N. organization that was designed by Sir Julian Huxley, who also was its first director general. In his founding 1946 document, Huxley defines Unesco’s two main aims as popularizing the need for eugenics, and protecting wildlife through the creation of national parks, especially in Africa. With a $550 million annual budget, Unesco funds a vast network of conservation groups; it defines protection of the environment as one of its three main goals.

UNEP:
The United Nations Environment Program was formed at the 1972 U.N. Conference on the Environment, which was organized by WWF founder Maurice Strong.

Based in Kenya, the UNEP works closely with Unesco, the IUCN, and the WWF in diverse ventures. Its World Conservation Monitoring Center in Cambridge, England, jointly sponsored with the IUCN and the WWF, is the central intelligence agency of the conservation movement.

10- World Resources Institute

Founded in 1982 under the guidance of WWF U.S.A. president Russell E. Train with generous grants from the Rockefeller Brothers Fund and the MacArthur Foundation. James Gustave Speth was appointed president. Speth was a cofounder of the Natural Resources Defense Council and formerly the chairman of the U.S. Council on Environmental Quality and the director of the Global 2000 project.

After 11 years at WRI Speth was made head of the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) in 1993. WRI is the main think-tank for U.S. environmental groups, putting forward study after study promoting the new world order and the global biodiversity strategy. WRI is affiliated with the International Institute for Environment and Development in London, formerly headed by Lady Jackson (Barbara Ward).

11- Goldsmith/The Ecologist

Sir James Goldsmith (deceased) and his older brother Edward are leading financiers of the WWF apparatus globally. Along with John Aspinall, major funders of Survival International and Friends of the Earth. In 1970, Edward Goldsmith founded The Ecologist, magazine of the radical wing of the green movement. Edward also launched the Green Party movement in the U.K. which spawned Green parties in every European Community state.
12- Sierra Club

The Sierra Club was founded in 1892 by preservationist John Muir with funding from the famous robber baron E.H. Harriman. Mostly an outing club until the 1950s, the Sierra Club became a radical environmental lobbying organization under the leadership of David Brower. In 1969, Brower left Sierra Club to create the more radical Friends of the Earth. Later on he also founded the Earth Island Institute.

Michael McCloskey replaced Brower and proceeded to refocus the Sierra Club into an organization dedicated to preventing all commercial uses of public lands in the United States. In 1971, leaders of the Sierra Club in Canada created Greenpeace. In 1979, the Sierra Club and the Wilderness Society gave David Foreman a 10-year contract to create and lead an overtly terrorist environmental organization. That organization became Earth First!

13- Greenpeace

Founded in 1971 out of the Don't Make a Wave Committee, to coopt drug-rock-sex counterculture victims into WWF-sponsored "direct action." Now has branches in 24 countries, with headquarters in The Netherlands and an annual budget of $157 million. Spawned eco-terrorist groups Sea Shepherd, Lynx, Animal Liberation Front, and Earth First!

Current director is Lord Peter Melchett, heir to the Imperial Chemical Industries fortune. Behind-the-scenes operator from early years is David McTaggart, Canadian confidence man, who received funding from WWF Executive Director Sir Peter Scott to purchase ships to assault nuclear test ranges, whaling fleets, and seal hunters.

14- Friends of the Earth


Engages in direct action and other activities particularly targeting nuclear power plants. Director of FOE U.K. during the 1980s was Jonathan Porritt, son of ex-governor general of New Zealand. Founder of FOE France, Brice LaLonde was later appointed President Francois Mitterrand’s environmental minister. FOE, like Greenpeace, deployed personnel to found Earth First!

15- Survival International

Founded in London in 1969 with sponsorship of WWF chairman Sir Peter Scott to provide funding to "help tribal peoples protect their lands, environment and way of life." Originally named Primitive Peoples Fund. Continues close collaboration with WWF and the Royal Geographic Society.

Other founding members include: Edward Goldsmith, John Aspinall, Nicolas Guppy, Francis Huxley, and Royal Geographic Society director John Hemming. South American Indians, particularly Yanomami, were initial targets of SI operations. In 1972, spawned Cultural Survival, headed by British anthropologist David Maybury-Lewis and chaired by Queen Margrethe of Denmark.

16- Environmental Investigative Agency

London-headquartered private eye unit spawned out of Greenpeace U.K. Founder is Allan Thornton, an early leader of Greenpeace. Financed by Animal Welfare Institute and other WWF fronts to conduct "muckraking" investigations into environmental abuses.
From our 1997 Archive

Prince Philip’s Corporate SS Index

Prince Philip, The Duke of Edinburgh (International President)
President: Princess Alexandra (cousin of Queen Elizabeth II)
Trustees: Sir Peter Fenwick Holmes
Vice- Presidents: The Lord Buxton
Christopher Cadbury

Corporate Sponsors:
Cadbury
ICI Chemical & Polymers
National Westminster Bank
Shell UK

Barclays Bank PLC
Andrew Robert Fowell Buxton, chairman, CEO
Jan Peelen (Unilever)
The Lord Camoys (formerly Rothschild International Bank)
Sir John Derek Birkin (Unilever)
Sir Denys Hartley Henderson
Lord Wright of Richmond (British Petroleum)
Lord Lawson of Blaby (Chancellor of Exchequer 1983-90)
Sir Martin Wakefield Jacomb (retired Dec. 1993)

Shell Transport & Trading Co. PLC
Sir Peter Fenwick Holmes, chairman
Lord Armstrong of Ilminster
Sir Peter Brian Baxendell (Inchcape PLC)
Sir John Anthony Swire
Sir Antony Acland

N.M Rothschild & Sons, Ltd
Sir Evelyn de Rothschild, chairman
Baron David Rothschild
Leopold Rothschild
Edmond de Rothschild
Lord Armstrong of Ilminster
Gerald Goldsmith
Lord Tombs of Brailes

The Bank of England
Sir Martin Wakefield Jacomb
Sir George Adrian Hayhurst Cadbury

40%

National Westminster Bank PLC
Lord Alexander of Weeton, chmn
Sir Antony Richard Pilkington

The Telegraph PLC
Sir Martin Wakefield Jacomb
Rupert Nicholas Hambro

Sir Evelyn de Rothschild
Lord Peter Carrington

Imperial Chemical Industries PLC
Sir Denys Hartley Henderson, chairman
Sir Antony Pilkington
Paul A. Volcker (Nestle SA)

The RTZ Corporation PLC
Sir John Derek Birkin, TD (chmn)
Sir Denys Hartley Henderson
Lord Armstrong of Ilminster
Lord Alexander of Weeton
Sir Martin Wakefield Jacomb, deputy chairman

Anglo-American Corp. of South Africa Ltd
Julian Ogilvie Thompson, chairman
Nicholas Oppenheimer, deputy chairman
Phillip Oppenheimer
P.J.R Leyden
G.W.H. Reily
Rupert Nicholas Hambro

34%

De Beers Consolidated Mines Ltd
Julian Ogilvie Thompson, chairman
Harry Oppenheimer
Nicholas Oppenheimer, deputy chairman
Phillip Oppenheimer

De Beers Centenary AG
Julian Ogilvie Thompson, chairman
Harry Oppenheimer
Nicholas Oppenheimer, deputy chairman
Phillip Oppenheimer
A.E. Oppenheimer
Edmond de Rothschild
P.J.R Leyden
G.W.H. Reily
Evelyn de Rothschild
P.J.R. Leyden
G.W.H. Reily

38.7%
The modern multinationals typified by Royal Dutch Shell, Unilever, and RTZ, which have done so much to strangle Africa and the rest of the world in the postwar period, are merely the modern, slightly disguised form of the Crown-chartered "merchant adventurer" companies of Elizabethan England and later.

Like their often Venetian-sponsored Elizabethan predecessors, some of which merged to become the British East India Company in the late sixteenth century, they are granted a "royal charter" to operate globally on behalf of the Crown and its associated families. The Anglo-Dutch firm Royal Dutch Shell, for instance, so prominent in Africa and in the World Wide Fund for Nature, dates from the financial arrangements established when William of the Dutch house of Orange took the British throne in 1688, with Venetian backing.

When Africa was colonized by the European powers in the 1880s and 1890s, that process, too, was under charter from the Crown, to such companies as the Royal Niger Company, the British East Africa Company, and Cecil Rhodes's British South Africa Company.

Today's WWF backers, particularly its "Africa division" listed below, as well as those in the flow chart on the following page, are the direct descendants of these late-nineteenth-century Crown companies, if not earlier ones, like Shell.

Tiny Rowland's Lonrho Corp. is typical: As of 1990 the employer of over 100,000 people in Africa, it is the continent's major private food producer, and a powerhouse in precious metals.

In 1961, at the time Lonrho was vastly upgraded in order to subvert and destroy the emerging independent African nations, it was a subsidiary of Cecil Rhodes's still-existing British South Africa Company. And, as EIR has documented in its 1992 book, Tiny Rowland: The Ugly Face of Neocolonialism in Africa, the money and connections to launch this new British East India Co. for Africa came from City of London financier Harley Drayton and his 117 Old Broad Street Group, Crown Agents for the colonies and the managers of the private fortune of the queen.

Drayton's long time personal assistant was the Scottish aristocrat Angus Ogilvy, whose wife, Princess Alexandra of Kent, is presently the head of WWF-U.K.

From 1961 on, Rowland was the chief financier for the gangs whose genocidal wars have devastated Africa. He often financed both sides of a struggle at the same time, beginning with the Ian Smith regime in Rhodesia and its black opposition around Joshua Nkomo and Robert Mugabe, continuing into his financing both the Frelimo government and its Renamo opposition in Mozambique, and both the MPLA government and its Unita opposition in Angola.

The queen is the world's wealthiest woman, with an acknowledged fortune of $13 billion (Harpers and Queen magazine, January 1991). In reality it is far greater, but she is exempt from having to disclose her holdings.

The following entities, with major assets particularly in Africa, are politically directed by, and often substantially owned by, the Crown:

**RTZ Corp. PLC**
Second-largest mining firm in the world. Established in 1873 by Hugh Matheson of the Jardine Matheson opium-trading firm. RTZ's third chairman, Sir Auckland Geddes, worked with Sir Ernest Oppenheimer to reorganize control of raw materials production in Africa in the 1920s and 1930s.

**Anglo-American Corp. of South Africa, Ltd.**
Largest mining firm in the world; dominates the economy of South Africa. Constitutes, together with the two De Beers companies, the Oppenheimer empire. The Rothschilds and J.P. Morgan and Co. provided Sir Ernest Oppenheimer the financing to cartelize diamond and gold production in South Africa between 1902 and 1929.

**De Beers Consolidated Mines Ltd. (South Africa) and De Beers Centenary AG (Switzerland).**
Control world diamond production. Established by Cecil Rhodes in 1880; by 1888, with Rothschild backing, controlled 90% of the world's diamond production.
Barclays PLC.

Major banking power in Africa. Tightly controlled by the Barclay, Freame, Bevan, and Buxton families, the latter of which co-founded the WWF.

Shell Trading & Transport PLC and Shell U.K. Ltd.

World's largest petrochemical producer. ST&f, a British holding company, owns 40% of the Royal Dutch Shell group of over 2,000 companies worldwide (the other 60% owned by Royal Dutch Petroleum Co.); forged by Sir Henri Deterding in 1903 with the French Rothschilds.

N.M. Rothschild & Sons Ltd.

Founded in 1803 with the assistance of the Thurn und Taxis family, one of the "princely families" of the Hapsburg Empire, originally the Venetian Torre e Tasso family. NMR&S historically financed the expansion of the Venetian-modeled British Empire, as they did by bankrolling Cecil Rhodes's gold and diamonds empire.

Imperial Chemical Industries PLC.

Key part of world chemical cartel. Formed in 1926 by Lord Melchett and others by merging the four largest British chemical firms. The present Lord Melchett, grandson of ICI's founder, is head of Greenpeace, United Kingdom.

Unilever.

Owns vast plantations in Africa and the continent's largest trading company (United Africa Co.); key part of the world food cartel, particularly in fats and edible oils. Formed by 1930s strategic merger of English Lever Brothers firm, which owned the West African heirs to the Royal Niger Co, with a Dutch company.

The '1001 Club' - a nature trust by Scott Thompson

Membership in the "1001 Club," founded in 1971 by Prince Bernhard of The Netherlands, consort to Queen Juliana of the House of Orange, is restricted to 1,001 persons at any given time and is by invitation only.

All members pay a $10,000 initiation fee which goes toward a $10 million trust to bankroll World Wildlife Fund operations. The club donated an office building in Gland, Switzerland, which currently houses the international headquarters of the WWF and the International Union for the Conservation of Nature.

Initial members were handpicked by Prince Bernhard and Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh. Membership includes representatives of the royal houses of Europe, officials of British Crown corporations, and prominent figures in international organized crime.

Below is a sample of current and past members with brief biographical data.

Prince Bernhard of the Netherlands.


In 1934, at the University of Berlin, Bernhard was recruited to Nazi intelligence and eventually assigned to IG Farben (the chemical giant which maintained business links to Britain's Imperial Chemical Industries throughout the war and produced Zyklon-B gas for the gas chambers).

Because of his Nazi links, Bernhard's marriage to Queen Juliana of the House of Orange created a scandal in the Netherlands.

Prince Bernard
Bernhard founded the Bilderberg Society in 1953. Bilderberg sponsors annual secret meeting of North American and European "one world" elites. Bernhard co-founded the WWF in 1961. In 1976, he was caught taking a $1.1 million bribe from Lockheed Corp. He resigned as head of Bilderberg, and from the WWF-International and 1001 Club.

But he remains a dominant behind-the-scenes figure in all three.

**Prince Henrik.**

President of WWF-Denmark. Prince Juan Carlos. Founder and president of honor of WWF-Spain. He later became King Juan Carlos.

**Prince Sadruddin Aga Khan.**

Given the title of His Highness by Queen Elizabeth II in 1957 when editor of Paris Review, a publication co-founded by John Train.

**Prince Johannes von Thurn und Taxis** (deceased).

Self-proclaimed "head of Venetian intelligence" and heir to one of the most powerful "princely families" of the Holy Roman Empire. The family has extensive land holdings in Bavaria, Portugal, Italy, and Brazil, derived from its role as postmaster of the Hapsburg Empire. His father, Max, founded Hitler's Allgemeine SS and headquartered it at the family's Regensburg Castle in Bavaria.

**Bertolt Beitz.**

Director of the Alfred Krupp von Bohlen und Halbach Foundation. Beitz ran a successful takeover of Krupp Industries in 1953.

**Lord Conrad Black.**

Chairman and CEO of the Hollinger Corp., a media conglomerate with major newspapers in Britain, Canada, the United States, Israel, and Australia. Originally called Argus Corp., a postwar restructuring of the wartime British intelligence front company War Supplies, Ltd., Hollinger is the leading press organ of the House of Windsor and recently led the propaganda campaign against U.S. President Bill Clinton.

**Baron Aubrey Buxton of Alsa.**


**Peter Cadbury.**

Chairman, Preston Publications Ltd.; chairman, George Cadbury Trust. Family's chocolate interests dominate the economies of West Africa.

**Dr. Luc Hoffman.**

Vice president of WWF-International and of the IUCN (1966-69); director of Hoffman-LaRoche, the Swiss pharmaceutical firm.

**Alexander King.**

Co-founder in 1968 of the Club of Rome with Aurelio Peccei. Responsible for the club's book Limits to Growth, which led a revival of the malthusian argument for drastic reduction of world population.

**Jonkheer John H. Loudon.**


**Sir Peter Scott.**

Knight of the British Empire (deceased). Chairman, World Wide Fund for Nature since its inception as the WWF-I in 1961; chairman, Survival Service Commission of the IUCN since 1963; founder of the Wildfowl Trust at Slimbridge, Gloucestershire in 1964.

**Maurice Strong.**


**Gustavo Cisneros.**

Venezuelan billionaire and Rockefeller family hanger-on, linked to drug money-laundering circles. In early 1994, the family's Banco Latino collapsed and was seized by the Venezuelan government. Brother Ricardo Cisneros, a director of Banco Latino, is a fugitive from justice. Ran BIOMA, a leading Venezuelan "environmentalist group" shut down after caught faking dolphin killings.
D.K. Ludwig (deceased).
Businessman who made a fortune destroying the Amazon rainforests and later helped organized crime syndicate boss Meyer Lansky to establish his drug money-laundering empire in the Bahamas.

Fred Meuser.
The bagman for the $1.1 million bribe to Prince Bernhard from Lockheed Corp.

Tibor Rosenbaum (deceased).
First Mossad logistics chief. His Geneva-based Banque du Credit International was identified by Life magazine in 1967 as a money laundry for Meyer Lansky. Together with 1001 member Maj. Louis Mortimer Bloomfield (deceased), Rosenbaum's network financed Permindex, the corporate entity which New Orleans District Attorney Jim Garrison charged was a vehicle for the Kennedy assassination. French intelligence established that Permindex laundered $200,000 through BCI, to finance several aborted assassination attempts against Charles de Gaulle.

Robert Vesco.
International fugitive, alleged "American Connection" to the Medellin Cartel. Initially sponsored by the Swiss branch of the Rothschild family to take over the Lansky-affiliated Investors Overseas Service (IOS). Last known address: Havana, Cuba.

Anton Rupert
Co-founder of the 1001 Club and chairman of the WWF-South Africa. Rupert is owner of Rembrandt tobacco interests and a protege of World War II chief of British MI-6 Sir Stewart Menzies.

Sir Kenneth Kleinwort
Owner of Kleinwort Benson, one of Britain's oldest banks.

Henry Keswick
Chairman of Jardine Matheson, the British trading company created by Lord Palmerston to service the Far East opium trade during the 19th-century. Brother John Keswick is chairman of Hambros Bank, a backer of WWF, and a director of the Bank of England.

The 1001 Club and Maurice Strong's Kindergarten

In an interview published in Executive Intelligence Review in 1999 (1), one of the high priests of environmentalism, Martin Palmer, Prince Philip's "spiritual adviser on ecology," confirmed that Al Gore, Jr. has had a longstanding relationship with the British Royal Consort. Now, another consummate insider has come forward to speak with a Washington, D.C.-based journalist, providing details of his own relationship with Gore, in pursuit of some of the most ambitious one-world and "deep ecology" programs, programs that would spell doom for billions of people, should they ever be implemented.

Undersecretary General of the United Nations and Earth Council Chairman Maurice Strong has worked intimately with Al Gore for well over a decade. Strong was a co-founder with Prince Philip of the secretive 1001 Club, the main "piggybank" of the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) that served as an umbrella control group for the countless eco-groups that have sprung up under its control over the years. The other 1001 Club initiator was former Nazi officer Prince Bernhard of the Netherlands. (For background on these institutions, see The Canadian Patriot: News from the Northern Front issue 3,"The True Story Behind the Fall of the House of Windsor", available on the website: www.committeerepublican加拿大.ca)

Strong was Vice President of the WWF during the period that Prince Philip was its president, and he is a politician and businessman extraordinaire. Strong handpicked the entire Canadian membership of the 1001 Club, from its inception in 1970, and is featured in their internal memoranda as among the three most powerful figures, along with Prince Philip and the late Sir Peter Scott.

Among the 80 or so "initiates" to the 1001 Club from Canada, who are referred to as "Strong's Kindergarten," are:

Maj. Louis Mortimer Bloomfield, the late head of the Montreal-based British intelligence front company Permindex (Permanent Industrial Expositions), which was accused by the French secret services and New Orleans District Attorney Jim Garrison of financing the attempted assassinations of President Charles de Gaulle and the successful murder of President John F. Kennedy. Bloomfield also served as Vice President of the WWF under Prince Philip from 1970-1978

Lord Conrad Black, the former head of the Hollinger Corporation, and current promoter of the “Renewed Commonwealth” model of new global empire.

Peter Munk, the owner of Barrick Gold, the Canadian mining company involved with both former U.S. President George Bush Sr. and former Canadian Prime Minister Brian Mulroney, in a worldwide raw materials grab, on behalf of the "British-American-Canadian" (BAC) oligarchy.

(1) Scott Thompson, Maurice Strong Exposes Al Gore's Dark Age 'Cloak of Green', Executive Intelligence Review, January 29, 1999, p. 24
The World Wildlife Fund (WWF, now the World Wide Fund for Nature), was founded in 1961 for one stated purpose: to raise money to drastically expand the operations of the International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN).

Established in Gland, Switzerland in 1948 on a British Foreign Office-drafted constitution, the IUCN today boasts that it is the largest "professional" international conservation organization - as of 1994 comprising 68 states, 103 governmental agencies, and over 640 non-governmental organizations, "many of global reach."

Under the cover of "conserving nature," the WWF-IUCN has in fact dedicated itself to reduce the world's population, particularly in the developing sector ensure that control of the world's raw materials remains in the hands of a tiny handful of largely British (or Anglo-Dutch) multinationals. These two goals, WWF-IUCN spokesmen have repeatedly stated, require a world government.

The WWF has been headed since its inception in 1961 by Prince Philip, the first head of the most important national-sector branch, the WWF-UK, who recruited Prince Bernhard of the Netherlands to be the first head of the WWF-International. After the Lockheed scandals of the mid-1970s, in which Prince Bernhard was caught taking million-dollar bribes to sell airplanes, Philip replaced Bernhard as head of WWF-I. Philip was later replaced as WWF-UK head by Princess Alexandra, first cousin to the queen.

That the Crown has directly run the WWF from the outset is lawful.

The WWF-IUCN is a spin-off of two of Britain's leading imperial institutions: the Society for the Preservation of the Wild Fauna of the Empire (now the Fauna and Flora Preservation Society, FFPS, whose patron is the queen), which laid the groundwork for the game parks throughout Africa; and the Eugenics Society.

The co-founder of both the IUCN and the WWF, Sir Julian Huxley, personally embodied these two currents. He was obsessed with population control, which he called "the problem of our age." He served on the British government's Population Investigation Commission between World War I and World War II, was vice president of the Eugenics Society from 1937-44, and was its president when he founded the WWF in 1961. He also served as a vice president of "the Fauna," as its aristocratic members still fondly call it.

The ideology of both institutions, and of their WWF spawn, dates in its modern form from Sir Francis Galton, who coined the term "eugenics," and his first cousin, Charles Darwin,
Francis Galton worked to put his cousin's theories into social practice

who in 1859 authored his infamous *Origin of the Species by Means of Natural Selection, or the Preservation of Favored Races in the Struggle for Life*.

Galton aimed to propagate the pseudo-scientific humbug of Darwinism's "survival of the fittest" in the human arena, and so defined the aims of his "Race Betterment Movement" as: "To create a new and superior race through eugenics," which would require the human race to be "culled."

The Darwin-Huxley tribe and its cousins have propagated this doctrine unceasingly over the past century and a half.

What became the WWF took shape in the pre-World War II period in the Political and Economic Planning satellite of a Rhodes-descended Foreign Office think-tank, the Royal Institute of International Affairs. Its "planning" focused on eugenics, raw materials control, and world-government; its two top officials, **Max Nicholson** and **Julian Huxley**, later founded both the IUCN and the WWF.

Huxley continued his eugenics fixation after the war as the first head of the U.N. Educational, Social, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO).

As he said in its founding document, "Thus even though it is quite true that any radical eugenic policy will be for many years politically and psychologically impossible, it will be important for Unesco to see that the public mind is informed of the issues at stake so that much that now is unthinkable may at least become thinkable."

World government was the answer, Huxley and Nicholson emphasized, and "wildlife conservation" was a pathway to this goal. Huxley said that "the spread of man must take second place to the conservation of other species."

His co-worker Nicholson, permanent secretary to five postwar British foreign ministers and one of Britain's most powerful civil servants, said in his 1970 history of the world environmental movement, *The Environmental Revolution: A Guide for the New Masters of the World*, which he and Huxley had largely founded, that, given the migratory patterns of the world's birds, "the lesson has been learnt and unreservedly accepted that Ducks Unlimited means Sovereignty Superseded. There are many subjects besides ducks where the same lesson applies, but few where it has been mastered."

In 1960, as much of Africa was preparing for independence, the 74-year-old Huxley took an arduous three-month tour of Africa, preaching that the newly independent states could not be trusted to "conserve wildlife."

Under that cover, and with the aim of subverting and destroying independence, Huxley and Nicholson linked up the following year with their royal soulmate Prince Philip.
The New Environmentalist Eugenics

By a CRC Investigative Team

The environmentalist movement is anything but the grassroots movement it pretends to be. The biggest and most influential groups receive tens of millions of dollars in funding every year, and the boards of trustees and directors reflect this. Who is running the WRI, the NRDC, and ED? Bankers, hedge-fund managers, big oil--the list goes on. But it goes even deeper than this, for the biggest student movements, such as Focus the Nation, Step It Up, and the Stop Global Warming Now movement, are financed, organized, and deployed by hard-core Synarchist Felix Rohatyn. These unwitting young people, organized by New Age fascist freak-show Bill McKibben and his Middlebury College cronies, are designated to be the Jacobin shock troops which tear apart the social order with their lunatic demands of "pandas, not people!"

Now, with the ongoing collapse of the world financial system, these networks are rushing to set up a new source for speculation; but more importantly, they are attempting to force these CO2 emissions agreements down the throats of governments as a way of finishing off the nation-state system. Hedge funds such as Al Gore's Generation Investment Management are vultures, scavening for the last bits of meat left on the carcass of the world economy before it all goes down.

Throughout history, there have been those who, with an eye to specific political objectives, have used terror or the threat thereof against target populations. These threats, real or imagined, have characteristically been outsiders or specters lurking on the periphery, ready to pounce, like the bogeyman in the shadows of a young child's bedroom. However, today, for the first time in history, humanity is confronted with an aspect more terrifying than any external threat, for as the anti-human Club of Rome wrote in its 1991 publication, The First Global Revolution, "in searching for a new enemy to unite us, we came up with the idea that pollution, the threat of global warming, water shortages, famine and the like would fit the bill. But in designating them as the enemy, we fall into the trap of mistaking symptoms for causes. All these dangers are caused by human intervention and it is only through changed attitudes and behavior that they can be overcome. The real enemy, then, is humanity itself."

A Turning Point in History

On Aug. 15, 1971, the Bretton Woods System, established by President Franklin Delano Roosevelt, was destroyed by the Anglo-Dutch empire-linked advisors of Richard Nixon, most notably Henry Kissinger and George Shultz. It was a deliberate act by the would-be "post-industrial" wreckers of the nation-state system. It was in this context, with a civilization shattered by the 1960s counterculture and the string of political assassinations, wars, and crises which accompanied it, that human abortions such as Kissinger, Shultz, and Felix Rohatyn (to name but a few) could step in and usurp control of the world economy.

However, these madmen had a problem: by taking down the Bretton Woods System and by getting the United States involved in the folly of the Vietnam War, the physical economy was beginning to collapse from a lack of capital investment.
Now, with physical economic output falling, and debt service increasing, the financiers had two options: either go with increased investments in the physical economy machinery--infrastructure, power production, etc., or go with the economic policy of Nazi Finance Minister Hjalmar Schacht, known today as fiscal austerity. Naturally, having never really joined the human race, these fellows decided to send us all on a one-way trip back to the jungle.

Their plan was not to invest in the population or the physical economy, but rather to embark on a path which, as Lyndon LaRouche recognized in the 1960s, would lead inevitably to fascism, and by a similar route as occurred in Germany in the late 1920s and early 1930s--where the "nature-loving" and "purity-based" ecology-freak counterculture, swarmed en masse into the Hitler Youth and the Nazi Party, and ultimately, on behalf of international financiers, carried out the Schachtian economics that ground up human beings for the state.

The essence of the matter is this: If technological progress is halted, it becomes impossible to sustain a population at the same standard of living. Thus, if the financiers demand that debts come before people, and at the same time the revenue pool from which those payments are made is shrinking, then the people will inevitably be gouged, through wage reductions, price inflation, increasing taxation, and so on.

Kissinger, Shultz, and Al Gore, have no scruples about mass-murder or larceny; for them it is simply business. The difficulty was the Constitutional tradition of the United States.

Patriotism, in the tradition of Abraham Lincoln and Franklin Roosevelt, has always been an aspiration for the entire human race; to replace such a conception with the overtly racist imperialism now rampant in the world could only be the work of clever criminality, the source of which is found in the rotted heart of the British Empire.

**Cecil Rhodes and the Cult of Eugenics**

The British East India Company, modeled on the older Levant Company of Venice, had been raping India since the early 1700s; but it wasn't until 1763 that this Venetian faction was able to seize control over the Empire as a whole. It was the rapacious looting policies of this faction that forced the American colonies to declare their independence.

After the American Revolution, the British launched a renewed drive against India, completely conquering the Subcontinent by the first years of the new century. It was in this period that the opium trade, for which India was the linchpin, became the dominant pursuit of the Empire.

After Lincoln's victory over the Confederacy in the American Civil War, and even more so after the 1876 Centennial Celebration, it became clear that the United States could not be conquered militarily.

The British responded by launching the pseudo-science of eugenics, and also the Round Table movements of Cecil Rhodes and Lord Alfred Milner. In the 1880s and 1890s, this elite movement created the Eugenics Society, founded by Sir Arthur Balfour of the Venetian-origin Cecil family; John Ruskin's Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood,
Opposing the entire European Renaissance; and the Round Table of Cecil Rhodes, Alfred Milner, Balfour, and their friends, strategists from the African and Asian empire, seeking world power for the Anglo-Saxon master race. These men shared a bored contempt for the existence of mankind, like the satanic Zeus of Aeschylus' Prometheus Bound. Their idea was to convince the United States to join them in their quest for Anglo-Saxon world government.

The Round Table of Cecil Rhodes was centered on the imperial networks of South Africa, which later spawned raw materials monoliths such as Rio Tinto Zinc, Anglo American, Lonrho, and DeBeers. It was this inhuman cabal which ran the Boer War, conducted genocide against the black population, and later set up the horrendous Apartheid regime. One of the wealthiest, most influential, and evil men of his day, Rhodes was a virulent racist, or as he and his friends termed it, a race patriot, who wrote in a document called Confession of Faith:

"I contend that we are the finest race in the world and that the more of the world we inhabit the better it is for the human race. Just fancy those parts that are at present inhabited by the most despicable specimens of human beings; what an alteration there would be if they were brought under Anglo-Saxon influence, look again at the extra employment a new country added to our dominions gives. I contend that every acre added to our territory means in the future birth to some more of the English race who otherwise would not be brought into existence. Added to this the absorption of the greater portion of the world under our rule simply means the end of all wars; at this moment had we not lost America I believe we could have stopped the Russian-Turkish war by merely refusing money and supplies. Having these ideas what scheme could we think of to forward this object?

"Why should we not form a secret society with but one object: the furtherance of the British Empire and the bringing of the whole uncivilized world under British rule, for the recovery of the United States, and for the making of the Anglo-Saxon race but one Empire?

"Africa is still lying ready for us, it is our duty to take it. It is our duty to seize every opportunity of acquiring more territory and we should keep this one idea steadily before our eyes: that more territory simply means more of the Anglo-Saxon race, more of the best, the most human, most honourable race the world possesses"

Over the course of his life, Rhodes commissioned seven wills to be written, all expressing this same purpose. His fortune was to be used for setting up the Rhodes Trust and Rhodes Scholarship as a means of recruiting American and Commonwealth Anglophiles into the imperial faction:

"Let us form the same kind of society, a Church for the extension of the British Empire. A society which should have its members in every part of the British Empire working with one object and one idea we should have its members placed at our universities and our schools and should watch the English youth passing through their hands just one perhaps in every thousand would have the mind and feelings for such an object, he should be tried in every way, he should be tested whether he is endurant, possessed of eloquence, disregardful of the petty details of life, and if found to be such, then elected and bound by oath to serve for the rest of his life in his Country. He should then be supported if without means by the Society and sent to that part of the Empire where it was felt he was needed."

In his will/ Rhodes authorized provisions for: "...the extension of British rule throughout the world. The colonization by British subjects of all lands where the means of livelihood are attainable by energy, labour, and enterprise and

(1) For the full text of Aeschylus' Prometheus Bound, see http://www.theoi.com/Text/AeschylusPrometheus.html
especially the occupation by British settlers of the entire Continent of Africa, the Holy Land, the Valley of the Euphrates, the islands of Cyprus and Candia, the whole of South America, the islands of the Pacific not heretofore possessed by Great Britain, the whole of the Malay Archipelago, the seaboard of China and Japan, and the ultimate recovery of the United States of America as an integral part of the British Empire (emphasis added).

It was this same British network of families (including the Huxley clan, the Cadburys, the Darwins, and the Wedgewoods) and banking interests, with offshoots in North America and the rest of Europe, which spawned the early 20th-century eugenics movement. This set ran the zoos, and said men were base animals, and they directed British colonial strategy and official science. Eugenics claimed that the English upper class ruled because they were genetically superior. The English masters humored themselves with this doctrine enforced on their beaten-down subjects, in India, which the English reduced to starvation and political impotence by closing native industries; and in South Africa under white rule.

These were the very same families who funded Hitler, and exerted their influence over the German banking system to have him appointed Chancellor in 1933. In 1917, while World War I was still raging, Lord Lothian, one of Lord Milner's most important protégés, suddenly departed from his previously fanatical anti-German rhetoric. As soon as Germany is crushed, he said, let us rearm and remilitarize it under the most reactionary leaders, and point Germany towards war with Russia and France. This was done 16 years later, in 1933. At the same time, the Anglo-Saxon eugenics doctrine was imported into Germany, to help shape Nazi rule.

The cabal called for the sterilization or euthanizing of unfit members of society, to spare the expense of their lives, much like today's privatized HMO system functions; and these policies have always been a doctrine of racial aggression.

In 1932, the Third International Eugenics Conference was held in New York City, chaired by the rabid bigot Fairfield Osborn, whose like-minded nephew would later create the Conservation Foundation. Osborn was president of the American Museum of Natural History and a close colleague of the notoriously racist Julian Huxley, and the co-host of the conference, the Harriman family. On Aug. 23, 1932, the New York Times published a speech delivered by Osborn at the conference. "Eugenics," Osborn declared, "aids and encourages the survival and multiplication of the fittest; indirectly, it would check and discourage the multiplication of the unfitted. As to the latter, in the United States alone, it is widely recognized that there are millions of people who are acting as dragnets or sheet anchors on the progress of the ship of state."

Osborn, in language all too familiar among today's environmentalists, continued with his analysis of the 10 million Americans unemployed at the time:

"While some highly competent people are unemployed, the mass of unemployment is among the less competent, who are first selected for suspension, while the few highly competent people are retained because they are still indispensable. In nature, these less-fitted individuals would gradually disappear, but in civilization, we are keeping them in the community in the hopes that in brighter days, they may all find employment. This is only another instance of humane civilization going directly against the order of nature and encouraging the survival of the un-fittest".
The policies of the eugenicists were derived explicitly from those of the Confederate slave holders, whose descendants, such as Teddy Roosevelt, continued to be virulent racists and proudly traitorous Anglophiles. In fact, it was Gifford Pinchot, a eugenicist himself, who first coined the term "conservation," deriving it from a term used by the British in their colonial management of India! The eugenicists sought not only to "scientifically prove" the superiority of the Anglo-Saxon race, and thus its right and responsibility to rule the Earth, but also the incapacity of the "lesser races" to utilize technology or govern themselves.

The British were in full agreement with Hitler on most issues, including the threat posed by Asian development. When Hitler met with Lord Lothian on Jan. 29, 1935, Lothian had recently completed a term as Undersecretary of State for India, directing the repression of India's nationalist leaders, Gandhi and Nehru, just after Lothian's close collaborator Lord Halifax had been Viceroy. Hitler knew he was speaking to a member of the inner circle of the Empire when he suggested to Lothian that,

"Germany, England, France, Italy, America and Scandinavia ... should arrive at some agreement whereby they would prevent their nationals from assisting in the industrializing of countries such as China, and India.

It is suicidal to promote the establishment in the agricultural countries of Asia of manufacturing industries" (emphasis added). (Transcription in Sir James R.M. Butler, Lord Lothian, Macmillan and Co., London, 1960, pp. 332)

Hitler also would have recognized that the British were actively engaged in exactly those policies he had outlined. Lord Lothian himself had expressed this viewpoint long before, writing in 1918 about the problem of getting the United States to give up its support for the advancement of colonial-sector peoples, and to adopt the British approach of crushing them with free trade. Lothian wrote,

"The real problem is going to arise from the treatment which must be accorded to politically backward peoples...."

"There is a fundamentally different concept in regard to this question between Great Britain ... and the United States .... as to the necessity of civilized control over politically backward peoples.... The inhabitants of Africa and parts of Asia have proved unable to govern themselves ... because they were quite unable to withstand the demoralizing influences [i.e. their reprehensible desire to possess modern industry--ed.] to which they were subjected in some civilized countries, so that the intervention of an European power is necessary in order to protect them from those influences.... The American view ... is quite different.... The extent of this work after the war, sometimes known as the white man's burden, will be so vast that it will never be accomplished at all unless it is shared.... Yet America not only has no conception of this aspect of the problem but has been led to believe that the assumption of this kind of responsibility is iniquitous imperialism. They take an attitude towards the problem of world government exactly analogous to the one they [earlier] took ... toward the problem of the [first] world war...."

"If they are slow in learning we shall be condemned to a period ... of strained relations between the various parts of the English-speaking world. [We must] get into the heads of Canadians and Americans that a share in the burden of world government is just as great and glorious a responsibility as participation in the war" (Lothian to Lionel Curtis, Oct. 15, 1918, in Butler, Lord Lothian, pp. 68-70).

Lothian, secretary of the Rhodes Trust, and his collaborator Lord Halifax, would both serve as ambassadors to the United States over the course of World War II, tasked with "handling America" and guiding it into its destined imperial role.
The New Eugenics

In 1946, Julian Huxley, the new Director-General of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), announced that the eugenics movement, of which he had been a leading member, would not be dissolved, despite the somewhat unfortunate reputation it then commanded. With the stench of Hitler's mass-murderous frenzy still heavy in the air, the undaunted Huxley, who had been vice-president of the Eugenics Society of Great Britain from 1937-1944, announced, "even though it is quite true that any radical eugenic policy will be for many years politically and psychologically impossible, it will be important for UNESCO to see that the eugenic problem is examined with the greatest care and that the public mind is informed of the issues at stake so that much that now is unthinkable may at least become thinkable" (emphasis added). And thus the modern environmental movement was launched.

Environmentalism, first known as "conservation," was the continuation of the most sickening form of racism, a racism ingrained in the British ruling families and their affiliates by the many years of colonial conquest and looting. In 1924, Huxley had voiced his own opinion of Africans in the British publication the Spectator:

"You have only to go to a nigger camp-meeting to see the African mind in operation the shrieks, the dancing and yelling and sweating, the surrender to the most violent emotion, the ecstatic blending of the soul of the Congo with the practice of the Salvation army. So far, no very satisfactory psychological measure has been found for racial differences; that will come, but meanwhile the differences are patent."

Apart from the sick doctrines of Huxley and company, all strains of environmentalism are also based upon the madly fraudulent and genocidal doctrines of Thomas Parson Malthus (1766-1834). Malthus was first employed to explain why the Irish had to starve. Malthus preached that the world was overpopulated because population increased faster than the food supply; but considering that he came from a wealthy family of seven children, and he had three children of his own, what he really meant was the world was too full of poor and dark-skinned peoples --and don't forget the Irish! But, of course, he did work for the British East India Company, the world's foremost drug-running cartel. As he writes in his nefarious work, An Essay on the Principle of Population:

"We are bound in justice and honour formally to disdain the right of the poor to support.

"To this end, I should propose a regulation to be made, declaring that no child born from any marriage taking place after the expiration of a year from the date of the law, and no illegitimate child born two years from the same date, should ever be entitled to parish assistance.

"The infant is, comparatively speaking, of little value to society, as others will immediately supply its place."

"All children who are born, beyond what would be required to keep up the population to a desired level, must necessarily perish, unless room be made for them by the death of grown persons. Therefore we should facilitate, instead of foolishly and vainly endeavouring to impede, the operations of nature in producing this mortality; and if we dread the too frequent visitation of the horrid form of famine, we should sedulously encourage the other forms of destruction, which we compel nature to use.

"Instead of recommending cleanliness to the poor, we should encourage contrary habits. In our towns we should make the streets narrower, crowd more people into the houses, and court the return of the plague. In the country, we should build our villages near stagnant pools, and particularly encourage settlement in all marshy and unwholesome situations. But above all we should reprobate specific remedies for ravaging diseases; and restrain those benevolent, but much mistaken men, who have thought they are doing a service to mankind by protecting schemes for the total extirpation of particular disorders."
Malthus's theory was thoroughly ridiculed in his own time as being a mess of satanic gibberish. That we have raised the standard of living and the number of people per square kilometer by over three orders of magnitude since ancient times is more than proof enough; in fact, by Malthus's own ridiculous theory, the world was overpopulated in the Stone Age! The problem that all Malthusians are crabulously compelled to face is our irritatingly persistent tendency to develop new technologies and resources: "If only," they say, "if only mankind would start behaving as we say he ought to, then we would be right!" Unfortunately, the British would not let the wretched little man alone; in a magnificent sleight of hand, they dragged his miserable old bones out of ground, and gave him a shiny new suit.

In 1948, the Conservation Foundation released its first annual report, claiming increasing population causes a drain on natural resources which is geometric, not arithmetic. Science cannot be expected to supplant the vital processes of nature. The Conservation Foundation (CF) was the spawn of the American Eugenics Society and the International Union for the Conservation of Nature, founded the previous year by the Swiss, and the same royal families of Britain, Belgium, and Holland that had been intimately involved in promoting eugenics prior to World War II. The first president of the CF was Henry Fairfield Osborn, the nephew of the Fairfield Osborn who had presided over the 1932 Eugenics Conference.

Two years later, these same families would gather together a motley collection of the most degenerate Western intellectuals to form the Congress for Cultural Freedom (CCF). The CCF would play a crucial role through the coming decades in destroying the last vestiges of Classical humanist and scientific education, while promoting existentialism, cultural and moral relativism, and a whole assortment of equally destructive philosophies. The counterculture of the 1960s, and the explicitly fascist tendencies which erupted within the Baby-Boomer generation, were direct outgrowths of the CCF's operations. In 1961, the CF published an influential set of essays based upon the writings of Malthus. Some of the leading contributors were Lord Solly Zuckerman, Lord Boyd Orr, Sir Charles Darwin, Sir Julian Huxley, and Arnold Toynbee, all of whom were devoted white supremacists. In 1965, Russell Train was added to the Board of Advisors, and later became president.

This new brand of Malthusianism was presented to the world in apocalyptic terms. No longer was it simply an apology for permitting poverty and famine; now the entire human race was threatened with extinction because we had taken technology too far, we had developed too quickly. Paul Ehrlich, as fanatical as they come, published his concoction of fascist psychobabble, The Population Bomb, in 1968. His argument went as follows: "A cancer is an uncontrolled multiplication of cells; the population explosion is an uncontrolled multiplication of people. We must shift our efforts from the treatment of the symptoms to the cutting out of the cancer. The operation will demand many apparently brutal and heartless decisions."

In 1961, Sir Julian Huxley, by then, president of the Eugenics Society of Great Britain, in collaboration with Britain's Prince Philip, founded the World Wildlife Fund (WWF), the first president of which was the former card-carrying Nazi, Prince Bernhard of the Netherlands; Bernhard was succeeded in 1976 by John Loudon, the former CEO of Royal Dutch Shell and chairman of Shell Oil Co. Prince Philip would take the helm from 1981 until 1996. The WWF, as documented extensively by EIR (see "The true story behind the fall of the House of Windsor," a Special Report by EIR, 1997), was involved in countless acts of genocide, poaching and drug running, assassinations, coups, and launching scores of conflicts. Prince Philip, one of the key environmentalist ringleaders throughout the entire post-war period, has provided the world with plenty of evidence indicating his true nature:

"You cannot keep a bigger flock of sheep than you are capable of feeding. In other words conservation may involve culling in order to keep a balance between the relative numbers in each species within any particular habitat. I realize this is a very touchy subject, but the fact remains that mankind is part of the living world. Every new acre brought into cultivation means another acre denied to wild species."
Philip later claimed, as reported in Deutsche Presse Agentur in 1988, with all the goodness of his heart, that were he reincarnated, he would like to return as a deadly virus, in order to contribute something to solve overpopulation.

In 1967, Prince Philip, Prince Bernhard and Maurice Strong formed the secretive 1001 Club, to finance the operations of the WWF as well as other covert projects that the WWF was carrying out in Africa. The Club comprises members of the most ancient and powerful families of Europe and the British Commonwealth. Strong, a top-echelon British-Canadian operative, was one of the three most influential members, along with Philip and Sir Peter Scott, and has played a critical role over the past 40 years in promoting the globalist agenda of world government. From the early 1960s onward, Strong was a friend of, and collaborating closely with, the Rockefeller family, the third generation of which had taken an unusually passionate interest in environmentalism; in 1971, Strong became a trustee of the Rockefeller Foundation, a position he held for many years, guiding the Foundation's money in directions he deemed fit. Later, in the 1980s, he sat on the Democratic National Committee, a position from which he could conveniently mentor a young Al Gore.

In 1967, the Environmental Defense Fund (EDF) was created by the CF to begin a series of aggressive campaigns, typified by the unconscionable attack on the insecticide DDT, which was not based in the slightest on science. The Natural Resources Defense Council, created in 1970, also participated in this outrage. William Ruckelshaus, the administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) who made the decision in opposition to the advice and findings of his own staff, had ties to the EDF, and later went on to hold numerous important positions, such as his current position of the board of trustees of the World Resources Institute, as well as a stint as the top administrator of the United Nations Development Program.

The People Are the Enemy

Despite the environmentalist movement's 25 years of campaigning, the belief that everything related to science, progress, and technology was evil had not fully taken root. The general population still understood the role of scientific progress in the economy, and only a few years had passed since the Moon landing. What changed was the economy.

At the same time Nixon was dutifully wrecking the Bretton Woods System, the Club of Rome released its infamous report, Limits to Growth, which picked up the thread of Paul Ehrlich's thesis, that human overpopulation was a looming threat to civilization.

This message was repeated at the 1972 Stockholm Conference, which was presided over by Maurice Strong. Elaine Dewar reports in her book, Cloak of Green (Toronto: James Lorimer and Company, 1995) that, "as the Stockholm Conference opened in 1972, Strong warned urgently about the onset of global warming, the devastation of forests, the loss of biodiversity, the polluted oceans, and the population time bomb. As I read this old speech, I realized it could almost be repeated at the Rio Summit."

Then, in 1973, the first oil shocks hit, with prices jumping 400% in the space of a few months, compliments of British imperial agent, Henry Kissinger. While this was traumatic enough in the West, in the rest of the world it was a catastrophe; for not only had the price quadrupled in American dollars, but many nations, previously subjected to the IMF's notorious conditionalities, which often included massive currency devaluations, saw the price of oil rise even more drastically. The financial resources that had been available for development projects were quickly sucked into the ballooning world petroleum trade. Suddenly the idea that resources were becoming scarce seemed all too real, while the pessimism accompanying the CCF-spawned counterculture combined with the post-oil shock depression, prompted people into adopting a little-man ideology of "look out for number one" and "protect your own."
It was also in this period that Henry Kissinger, commissioned the murderous 1974 report, *NSSM 200*, echoing the Hitler's words to Lothian, by Advocating population control in place of industrialization; the report continues even now to be official government policy. As an extension of this emerging, official policy orientation of the U.S.A., and the words of Strong at Stockholm, Margaret Mead told scientists assembled for a 1975 conference on "The Atmosphere: Endangered or Endangering," that the party line was shifting from what scientific analysis had correctly identified as a process of global cooling which had begun in the 1940s, to global warming. In a complete disregard for truth and principle, she said,

"The unparalleled increase in the human population and its demands for food, energy, and resources is clearly the most important destabilizing influence in the biosphere. We are facing a period when society must make decisions on a planetary scale.

"What we need from scientists are estimates, presented with sufficient conservatism and plausibility that will allow us to start building a system of artificial, but effective warnings, warnings which will parallel the instincts of animals which flee the hurricane. [We must] draw from the necessary capacity for sacrifice. It is therefore a statement of major possibilities of danger, which may overtake humankind, on which it is important to concentrate attention."

Many scientists, having attended that conference warning of the potential for a new ice age, left the conference promoting global warming.

Over the subsequent years, a number of environmentalist groups began to make their presence known, through acts of eco-terrorism, and a series of calculated hoaxes, such as the ozone and Alar scares, acid rain, and global warming. One of the most devastating campaigns run by these fanatics was that against commercial nuclear power, in which Congressman Dick Cheney, during the Carter Administration, played a central role. Meanwhile, the world economy was slipping further into crisis; In 1979 Federal Reserve Chairman Paul Volcker sent interest rates skyrocketing, while Western industries collapsed more rapidly than ever, and a debt bomb was preparing to detonate in the developing sector.

British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher, a fanatical Mont Pelerin ideologue, enacted savage measures of deregulation and privatization in Great Britain, while one of her top advisors, Sir Crispin Tickell, British ambassador to the UN from 1987-1990, who was the cousin of New Age lunatic Aldous Huxley and great-grandson of Thomas Huxley, advised Thatcher to promote global warming and population reduction. The Third World, despite the usurious conditionalities being forced upon them, was not giving up the struggle to develop. Thomas Lovejoy, vice-president of the American branch of the WWF, typified the response of the financiers to this desire in 1984: "The biggest problem is the damn national sectors of these developing countries. These countries think that they have the right to develop their resources as they see fit. They want to become powers".

With the stock market collapse of 1987, the international financiers were forced to escalate their looting operations to keep the entire monetary system from collapsing. In order to do so, and to convince developing nations that backwardness was to their advantage, several initiatives were launched: Thatcher organized the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and appointed John Houghton co-chairman; he also held the position of Chairman of Scientific Assessment until 2002. Sept. 27, 1988, in a speech to the Royal Society of London, replete with lies, Thatcher said:

"For generations we have assumed that the efforts of mankind would leave the fundamental equilibrium of the world's systems and atmosphere stable. But it is possible that with all these enormous changes (population, agricultural, use of fossil fuels) concentrated into such a short period of time, we have unwittingly begun a massive experiment with the system of this planet itself. Recently, three changes in atmospheric chemistry have become familiar subjects of concern. The first is the increase in the greenhouse gases, carbon dioxide, methane, and chlorofluorocarbons, which has led some to fear that we are creating a global heat trap which could lead to climatic instability. And half the carbon emitted since the Industrial Revolution remains in the atmosphere. We have an extensive research programme at our meteorological office for the study of climate change."
From the late 1980s onward, the British and their global web of agents and organizations, would drive the issue of climate change to the forefront of international politics. Tickell at the UN would be instrumental in this, as would Gore in the United States; Maurice Strong, from within the UN, would mobilize entire national bureaucracies.

All of these men, in conjunction with Prince Philip's 1001 Club, were also promoting the pagan doctrine of the Gaea "Mother Earth" cult as a new form of global religion to replace the "outdated" Judeo-Christian concept of man as made in the creative image of God.

Elaine Dewar, in Cloak of Green, noted the impact of the Rio Conference, chaired by Strong, as a watershed in the fight over global warming and the world economy:

"The Rio Summit would take long steps towards a world in which nation states have withered away in favor of supranational and global institutions. Advertised as the World's Greatest Summit, Rio was publicly described as a global negotiation to reconcile the need for environmental protection with the need for economic growth. The cognoscenti understood that there were other, deeper goals. These involved the shift of national regulatory powers to vast regional authorities; the opening of all remaining closed national economies to multinational interests; the strengthening of decision making structures far above and far below the grasp of newly minted national democracies; and, above all, the integration of the Soviet and Chinese into the global market system".

It was Strong, who at this summit declared that industrialized nation-states, and in particular the United States, posed the greatest threat to mankind, and therefore, humanity had an obligation to destroy them:

"The concept of national sovereignty has been an immutable, indeed sacred, principle of international relations. It is a principle which will yield only slowly and reluctantly to the new imperatives of global environmental cooperation. It is simply not feasible for sovereignty to be exercised unilaterally by individual nation states, however powerful. The global community must be assured of environmental security." Later he continued, "Isn't the only hope for the planet that the industrialized civilizations collapse? Isn't it our responsibility to bring [this] about?"

Conclusion

After all the evidence has been laid out, the intellectually honest among today’s citizens must confront the fact that the major beliefs permeating our society and our society’s guiding institutions are founded upon a revival of the most evil traditions of mankind. These traditions are no different than the pagan outlook prevalent among the Babylonian and Roman empires of long ago. Although today’s version of such oligarchical traditions may attempt to masquerade behind the mask of science, they are no different in essence. Be it the belief in man made global warming, or the ecological assertion that all activities of the human mind are something ‘outside’ of the purity of nature, those axioms associated with the environmentalist movement international are both evil and un-natural to the extreme,, and if mankind allows those Hitlerian concepts to guide the future course of civilization’s evolution, our extinction is all but assured.

Time is running out for establishing a more just new credit system founded upon the principles of Hamiltonian American System economic science.

We must choose life and the growth policies inherent in a global Glass-Steagall and the creation of a new national banking system for issuing productive public credit for a world Renaissance.

We must reject the neo-Malthusian genocidal policies of Prince Philip and his cohorts are demanding that we submit to a genocide worse than Hitler’s. Humanity’s extinction could occur along two paths: 1) Rapid death as a result of an Obama-initiated general thermonuclear war or 2) a slower death through the folly of implementing a green agenda world wide.

Sanity and an agapic obligation towards past and future generations must guide us in choosing an anti-entropic scientific outlook to create a new much needed world Renaissance.
THE INTER-ALPHA GROUP

Nation-Killers for Imperial Genocide

by John H. LaRouche, Jr

"What did not change significantly with that shift from the Mediterranean to the Atlantic, was the essential role acquired by Venice. Venice, once established as a power, remained the center of the organization of monetary power, while the outer husk of monetarist power, the Anglo-Dutch maritime interest, became the political and military capital of the Empire. Venice never gave up that role; it simply transferred some of its functions to the newly constituted London branch, all as a part of the adjustment to the shift from the Mediterranean to the Atlantic field of leading action."

-Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr

The Inter-Alpha Group of Banks is an instrument of genocide. It was formed for the explicit purpose of destroying not only the existence, but the very concept, of national sovereignty—with the United States as its primary target—as a way of permanently reducing the population of the planet. The Inter-Alpha Group has played a crucial role in the destruction of the industrial base of the United States, and the subsequent transformation of our economy into a giant, and hopelessly bankrupt, casino. When that casino imploded in 2007, the Inter-Alpha Group and the forces behind it moved to complete the task of destroying the U.S.A., by organizing the biggest theft of public money in history, via those still-continuing, un-Constitutional, and blatantly criminal operations known collectively as "the bailout." The result is a nation which is not only unable to meet the physical needs of its people, but is also rapidly destroying its own currency through hyperinflation.

In a limited sense, this operation has been a success. The imperial monetary system, mediated through a system of central banks, private banks, financial markets, and global cartels, is the leading power on the planet. But in another and very real sense, it has been a colossal failure, because these royally arrogant fools have, in destroying nations, also destroyed themselves, and set the world on the path toward a new Dark Age. Their doom is sealed, because only through increasing man's mastery over the universe can this Dark Age be averted, and in doing that, we will create a world that will no longer tolerate the medieval practices of these imperial parasites.

They are finished, one way or the other. The question is, will the rest of us go down with them?

The purpose of this report is to put a spotlight on the Inter-Alpha Group and its controllers, so that we may defeat their evil machinations. You, the reader, will come away with a better understanding of the nature and the mission of the Group, why that mission must be defeated, and how we can do it.

The solution begins with the reinstatement of Glass-Steagall in the United States, and the adoption of the Glass-Steagall principle by other nations, combined with a return to the Bretton Woods system of fixed exchange rates. These two steps will put Inter-Alpha out of business, but they should be accompanied by a third measure: the seizure by the U.S. government of all operations and facilities of the Inter-Alpha Group inside U.S. borders. We are sure that a future Pecora Commission-style investigation will find the resultant records quite illuminating. As will a new Nuremberg Tribunal for crimes against humanity.

Setting the Stage

Although the Inter-Alpha Group was not founded until 1971, the operation which launched it actually began in the latter stages of World War II. Once the Britsh Empire realized that Hitler would be defeated, it turned its attention to restoring its former infamous "glory." Doing so, meant destroying the U.S.A., which, under President Franklin Roosevelt (1933-45), fully intended to break up the Empire, and set its colonies free. As the U.S. was far too strong to take on directly, the Empire decided to lure it into committing economic and cultural suicide.

This report deals primarily with the financial side of this trap, but the reader should be aware that these financial moves were part of a coordinated assault on the political, cultural, economic, and psychological state of the nation, in which all the skills the Empire had honed in centuries of subjugating nations and peoples were employed. The goal was to dumb us down, kill our sense of optimism, eradicate our commitment to infrastructure and industry, and make us forget our heritage. Such moves must be done slowly, decade by decade, generation by generation, to avoid triggering a revolution.
Today's British Empire is the latest incarnation of a maritime monetary system which has existed since the days of the Cult of Apollo, and has its immediate origins in a faction fight in Venice, in the late 1500s, when the Serenissima Repubblica was a major world power in its own name. The Giovani, or New Venetian Party, wanted to build up England and the Netherlands as maritime powers based upon the Venetian model, while the Vecchi, the Old Venetian Party, wanted to stick with the existing Mediterranean base.

The Giovani began moving northward along the Rhine into Germany, the Low Countries, and England, taking with them enormous financial power. Although they often adopted the names and customs of their new locations, they remained Venetian by method and intent. They set up the Bank of Amsterdam, the Dutch East India Company, and the British East India Company. The latter eventually took over England to create the British Empire. As with Venice before it, the British Empire is based upon its ability to control monetary flows, and manipulate national currencies. That is the basis of its power, and of its post-World War II assault on America.

To accomplish this goal, the Empire first built up its banking apparatus in war-torn Europe, as the basis for what would appear to be a new globalized financial structure, but what, in reality, would be a return to the imperial model that existed before the American Revolution. The planning for this new Europe began even before the fighting stopped, and led to the creation of the European Coal and Steel Community in 1951, and the formation of the European Economic Community in 1957, as the initial steps toward today's European Union and its supranational euro currency.

With these moves toward the elimination of national sovereignty, the Empire began the process of building a borderless European financial system. In rapid succession came the development of the Eurobond and Eurodollar markets, and the consortium banks. These banks were syndicates or joint ventures—mostly based in London—linking British banks with banks based in Europe, Asia, and the Americas. They were designed to outflank national banking regulations, and, as such, represented the beginning of the "globalization" (that is, imperialization) of finance.

National banking laws were not the only regulatory obstacle to this globalization. There was also the international system of fixed currency exchange rates that had been implemented as part of the 1944 Bretton Woods Treaty. Fixed exchange rates were a crucial part of FDR's plan to end the colonial era, as these took away much of the historic ability of the Empire to manipulate nations through the manipulation of their currencies. Thus, defeating the Bretton Woods system was a necessary step in creating the Empire's new global order.

When President Nixon ended the Bretton Woods system by taking the dollar off the gold reserve standard in 1971, he opened Pandora's Box, and set free the money manipulators who had been so carefully boxed in by Roosevelt.
The Venetians Strike

The Inter-Alpha Group was founded as a mechanism to take advantage of this currency vulnerability. The group arose out of six relatively small European banks which represented the family fortunes—or fonderi—of the Venetian system. Each of these banks had significant private banking arms, private banking being a term for banks which specialize in handling money for the wealthy. Each of its six members was chosen to represent a bank in one of the principal nations of the European Economic Community: Kredietbank, of Belgium; Nederlandsche Middenstandsbank of the Netherlands; Credit Commercial de France; Banco Ambrosiano, of Italy; Williams & Glyn's Bank (a unit of the Royal Bank of Scotland), in the U.K.; and BHF Bank, of Germany. A seventh bank, Privatbanken, of Denmark, was added in 1972.

Inter-Alpha took the form of an alliance among these banks; each bank maintained its separate identity, while they all worked together to advance the Group's mission. The Group, and its member banks, were dedicated to restoring imperial rule.

The operation was run by Jacob Rothschild, initially out of N.M. Rothschild in London. The Rothschild banking network, from its inception in Frankfurt in the late 1700s, has been a Venetian operation. One of its early sponsors was the Thurn und Taxis family of Bavaria, the controllers of Venetian intelligence and one of the leading families of the Habsburgs' Austrian Empire. This Venetian connection is the true source of the fabled Rothschild intelligence network, as well as the source of the family's financial power. The Rothschilds are also close to the British Crown, primus inter pares of the royal families of Europe, and a considerable power within the Empire. Jacob Rothschild, for example, manages the funds of Prince Charles, among his other crimes.

Despite the enormous wealth these banks represented, they alone did not have the funds required to transform the world as planned. They would provide the seed money, and leverage their power through the control of other people's money, to create the markets and institutions they would ultimately need to control the world. This is the origin of today's gaggle of hedge funds, private equity funds, and related financial pools, many of which are part of the hidden side of the Inter-Alpha Group.

Jacob Rothschild explicitly revealed the mission of the Inter-Alpha project, in a speech in 1983, when he bragged that "two broad types of giant institutions, the worldwide financial service company and the international commercial bank with a global trading competence, may converge to form the ultimate, all-powerful, many-headed financial conglomerate." For Rothschild, it was not a prediction, but a statement of intent.

Corporatist Fascism

At the 1968 Bilderberg Group meeting in Mont Tremblant, Canada, the Empire kicked off a new phase of its war on national sovereignty, launching a drive to create a system of corporate cartels intended to replace nation-states as the political organization of the planet. The Bilderberg Group, named after the Hotel de Bilderberg in Oosterbeek, The Netherlands, where the group first met in 1954, was a fascist organization, whose sponsor, Prince Bernhard of The Netherlands, had been a card-carrying Nazi and a member of Hitler's SS. Bernhard also founded, with the U.K.’s Prince Philip, the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) and the 1001 Club. The Bilderbergs, as an elite political arm of the Empire, represented the same oligarchic system behind the Inter-Alpha Group.

The new cartel scheme, dubbed the "world company," was introduced by George W. Ball, a senior banker at Lehman Brothers, a top member of the Anglo-American Establishment, and a member of the Bilderberg steering committee. According to Ball, the new world company would replace the "archaic political structure of nation-states"
with corporations, which are far better at "efficiently utilizing resources." These resources, Ball made clear, belong to the Empire, not to the peasants who happen to live atop them, and nations all too often put their own interests ahead of those of the Empire—a situation the Empire finds intolerable.

Just to make sure his message was clear, Ball praised the integration of Europe as a precondition for the success of this world company project, and cited as its model, "the overlapping sovereignties of the governments of Europe and the House of Rothschild." (If that quote does not offend you, reflect upon the concept of sovereignty, and why it is vital to the existence of nation-states. A country which "shares" its sovereignty with a banking house, is neither sovereign, nor a nation, but instead a colony.)

At the time of Ball’s speech, the creation of these corporate cartels had already begun, with the formation of the early conglomerates, and this process would accelerate in the coming years. The nurturing of these horrors would become a major part of Lazard Frères banker Felix Rohatyn’s life’s work; and they would, in time, come to dominate the economic landscape.

The concept of the world company, though marketed as a natural outgrowth of human progress, is nothing of the sort. What it is, fundamentally, is a return to the oligarchic model of the British East India Company and its predecessors, combined with modern computer technology, and operating within a market structure. In a corporatist state, the power of the government is usurped by private financial and corporate interests, which use the government to keep the population in line, while they mercilessly loot both the government and the people. These private interests are falsely described as an outgrowth of nationalism, when in truth, they represent the corruption of the nation by an empire.

Corporatism is a result of George Ball’s "overlapping sovereignties" between nations and the imperial bankers, and is the creation of the Venetians. It was the Venetians, and the neo-Venetians of the British Empire, who created Mussolini and Hitler, and who organized fascist movements around the globe in the 1920s and 1930s, as part of their war against sovereignty. That includes in the United States, where the Anglophile bankers of Wall Street helped finance and organize their own fascist movements, including the American Liberty League—and tried to organize a coup against FDR.

This grouping heavily promoted Mussolini in the United States, putting him on the cover of their Time magazine eight times, between 1923 and 1943, and praising him heavily in their other press outlets. The Wall Streeters did this not because they were enamored of Mussolini personally, but because he was an ally, a tool of the same empire which controlled them.

Mussolini’s Italy, largely the creation of the circles around Venetian Count Volpi di Misurata, was the test-bed for the corporatist state model which the Empire planned to impose upon the world, the model for the "world company" concept at the core of globalization. It was a state dominated by Venetian financier interests, and run for their benefit. The similarities with the United States today are not accidental.

Fortunately for the world, Adolf Hitler destroyed the carefully crafted illusion of fascism as a benevolent movement, forcing the bankers to retreat. Their commitment to imposing fascism remained, however, so they sought new ways to package it. The name they chose for their "new and improved" corporatist fascism was "globalization." Same evil, but in a bright new box.

**Fascism, Take Two**

The Inter-Alpha Group was created as an instrument of this new fascism, and is itself a nest of fascists. One does not have to scratch deep to find the proof, as these examples indicate:

- One of the first acts of the Inter-Alpha Group after its founding, was to link up with the Harriman faction in the U.S., the same Harriman family who funded Hitler, and upon whose eugenics "research" Hitler modeled his genocidal "race science" policies. The banks of the Inter-Alpha Group did this by buying a combined 40% interest in Brown Harriman & International Banks, a consortium bank founded in 1968 in London by Brown Brothers Harriman, London merchant/dope bank Robert Fleming & Co., and Suez of France.
• Founding member Kredietbank's Fernand Collin helped the Nazis run the Belgian economy during World War II, and one of its private banks, Merck und Finck, became notorious for helping the Nazis.

• BHF Bank, the German founding member of the group which traces its roots to the Rothschild-founded Frankfurter Bank, was headed in the 1920s by Otto Jeidels, who was a good friend of both Reichsbank head and Nazi Economics Minister Hjalmar Schacht, and the Hitler-financing chief of the Bank of England, Montagu Norman. Jeidels was deployed to the U.S. in 1939 to the Synarchist (French fascist) Lazard bank, to handle the oligarchic gold fleeing Europe. Lazard, as we have indicated previously, has played a particularly nasty role in this imperial fascist plot, and is part of what we consider the hidden side of the Inter-Alpha Group.

• During World War II, Ricardo Espirito Santo Silva of Banco Espirito Silva—which became the Portuguese member of the Inter-Alpha Group in 1988—hosted the Nazi-sympathizing Duke of Windsor in Lisbon after he abdicated the British throne in 1936, and has been identified as a liaison between the Duke and Hitler, in the aborted plot to have the Duke regain the throne after a German conquest of Britain. (The U.K. had its own fascist movement, and there was a lot of sympathy for the Duke within the British elite.)

The two Spanish members of the group, Banco de Bilbao (later Banco Bilbao Vizcaya, a member from 1986 to 1998) and Banco Santander (a member since 1998), both had ties to fascist dictator Francisco Franco, who ran Spain from 1936 until his death in 1975. Banco Santander was founded by the family of the Rothschild agent in the city of Santander.

The fascist connections were most flagrant in the case of Banco Ambrosiano, the founding Italian bank in the Inter-Alpha Group, which was tightly integrated with the Propaganda Due (P-2) Masonic Lodge in Italy. The P-2 Lodge was run by former Mussolini "Black Shirt" Licio Gelli, and was modeled on the earlier "universal fascist" Propaganda Uno (P-1) Lodge of Giuseppe Mazzini. Italian police investigations into the activities of P-2 found that both the lodge and its bank, Banco Ambrosiano, were involved in arms and drug trafficking, terrorism, neo-Nazi assassination groups, and the fascist paramilitary groups of NATO's Operation Gladio. Control over P-2 was exercised through the Alpina Lodge of Switzerland, the Monte Carlo Lodge, and ultimately the "Mother Lodge," the United Grand Lodge of England, headed at the time by HRH Prince Edward, Duke of Kent, of the British royal family.

The Alpina Lodge is interesting in its own right. Its members included Gelli; confessed British agent and U.S. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger; and Club of Rome founder Aurelio Peccei. Although he was on the payroll of Banco Ambrosiano, Peccei is rightly more infamous as a genocidalist than a banker. His Club of Rome provided the "intellectual" foundation for the Empire's genocide program worldwide, by conducting mass propaganda for the fraudulent "limits to growth" doctrine.

Peccei was the key initiator of the International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA), headquartered in Laxenburg, Austria, whose mission was to propagate the Club of Rome's program under a "scientific" veneer, provided by Bertrand Russell's Cambridge systems analysis group. IIASA aimed especially at poisoning strategic thinking in the United States and Russia, becoming a major Anglo-Venetian intelligence channel into the Soviet Union and post-Soviet Russia. The legacy of IIASA in the former Soviet Union is the entire package of disastrous so-called reforms of the 1990s, which IIASA staff drafted at Laxenburg in 1985-91, as well as Russia's ongoing involvement in such international financial looting schemes as the Inter-Alpha Group's Brazil-Russia-India-China (BRIC) operation today. (A related aspect of IIASA's activity was to promote the information-age mathematical models on which today's speculation-based financial markets rely.)

**Target: United States**

When the Nixon Administration ended the Bretton Woods system of fixed exchange rates in 1971—a move which itself was the result of a British manipulation—the Empire was ready to begin its financial assault on the United States. The imperial termites had already started their attack on the foundations of the nation. Lazard's Felix "the Fascist" Rohatyn was busy setting the stage for the rise of the traders on Wall Street, and the "economic hit man" process described by John Perkins[2] was well underway. While these changes were occurring in the U.S., the British were organizing the 1973 Arab-Israeli War, out of which emerged the spot market in oil. The spot market allowed the imperial manipulators to jack up the price of oil at will, and they did, resulting in a huge and growing pool of "petrodollars" in European banks. These petrodollars, along with the proceeds from the Empire's dope trade, provide an enormous supply of "other people's money" to fund the world company/globalization takeover of the U.S. and the world.
As the markets grew, the traders assumed increasing power at the investment banks of Wall Street, and began pushing aside the "white shoe" bankers who had previously dominated the business. Wall Street was slowly transformed from an exclusive club of Ivy League thieves into a dog-eat-dog world where profits counted more than breeding. In the old days, the investment bankers ripped off their customers according to a code of sorts, and were careful to preserve their best relationships by not stealing too blatantly. But in the trading era, that connection began to break, as the stealing shifted from direct customer relationships to the more anonymous and depersonalized markets. Wall Street was slowly turned into a giant casino, where everyone gambled. Math and computer wizards were brought in to devise new trading strategies, and the whole market became a giant computer game, which did enormous damage before it ultimately blew up. By the end of the 1970s, the American industrial economy was on the ropes. The interest-rate hikes by the Federal Reserve under Paul Volcker made it almost impossible for industrial companies to expand, giving the advantage to the dope-and-petrodollar crowd to move in and begin buying up America at pennies on the dollar.

This assault accelerated during the 1980s. At the behest of the bankers, Congress passed law after law dismantling the regulatory protections put into place by FDR. The S&Ls were opened up for looting; the hot-money boys moved in, and within a few years, had destroyed the most stable part of the U.S. banking system.

Much of the funding for the takedown of the S&Ls came from the junk bond market, dominated by the Rothschild-Morgan-linked Drexel Burnham Lambert, which had access to a steady stream of dope money. The junk bonds also funded a wave of corporate raiders, who not only took over a number of big companies, but sent many of the rest fleeing into the arms of the investment banks for "protection." The investment banks—led by Lazard and its peers—organized an orgy of mergers, taking advantage of their access to hot money to create ever-bigger corporations, and ever more concentrated industries required to assemble the global cartels. Step into my parlor, said the spider to the fly.

The stock market crash of 1987 was a turning point. The new Fed chairman, Alan Greenspan, responded by launching the biggest bubble of all time, the derivatives markets. By the end of the decade, only derivatives, accounting fraud, and a deliberate blind eye from the regulators kept the U.S. banking system from crashing. For the Inter-Alpha Group and its controllers, it was all according to the plan.

Inter-Alpha Grows

In this environment, the Inter-Alpha Group began to expand. Membership in the group had not changed from 1973 until 1982, when Banco Ambrosiano failed in the wake of Italian investigations into its connections to the P-2 Lodge. A minor change occurred in 1985, when Williams & Glyn's Bank was absorbed into the Royal Bank of Scotland, giving RBS membership in its own name. But European banking would change dramatically in 1986, and Inter-Alpha would be right in the middle of it.

Globalization took a major step forward in 1986, with the "Big Bang" deregulation of financial markets in the City of London. Having launched the casino in New York during the 1970s, the Empire decided to bring it home to London, and turn the City into the new center of the global derivatives scheme. The banks of the U.S. and Europe would flock to London, where the rules were looser, and the regulators friendly. Even more than before, London became the financial center of Europe, and the center of globalization.

The Inter-Alpha Group took full advantage of the changes, adding four banks between 1986 and 1989, and even more in the 1990s. San Paolo di Torino and Banco de Bilbao joined in 1986, the former filling the slot vacated by Banco Ambrosiano, and the latter becoming the first Spanish member. A couple of years later, in 1988, the group got its first Portuguese member, Banco Espírito Santo. AIB (née Allied Irish Bank) joined in 1989. The National Bank of Greece joined in 1990, followed by Nordbanken of Sweden in 1995 and Merita Bank of Finland in 1997. Banco de Bilbao—by then Banco Bilbao Vizcaya—left in 1998, and was immediately replaced by Banco Santander.

In addition, the Inter-Alpha banks were rapidly expanding in their home markets, becoming larger through a series of mergers: Nederlandse Middenstandsbank became International Nederlanden Group (ING); Privatbanken, Nordbanken, and Merita engaged in a series of mergers producing Nordea; Kreditbank morphed into KBC Group; San Paolo di Torino became Intesa Sanpaolo; and Banco Santander gobbled up several Spanish rivals.

Three more banks joined in 2003: Erste Bank of Austria; Hypovereinsbank (HVB) of Germany; and Société Générale of France. HVB replaced founding member BHF, which had been bought by ING, and Société Générale replaced founding member Crédit Commercial de France (CCF), which had been acquired by HSBC. HVB left the group in 2005, after being taken over by UniCredit, and Commerzbank took its slot as the German member of the group.
The Casino Economy

As the Empire's globalization project expanded, the medium-sized banks of the Inter-Alpha Group became global players, and some became giants. The Royal Bank of Scotland became the largest bank in the world by assets, peaking at nearly $3.5 trillion before it blew up in 2008. Banco Santander, Société Générale, Intesa Sanpaolo, and ING also joined the global giants, with the rest becoming regional powers and filling specialized niches. These banks expanded their tentacles around the world, east into Eastern Europe, Russia, and Asia, and west into the Americas. They transformed themselves from local banks in particular countries, into a vast network of global banks, answerable not to the peoples of their home nations, but to the imperial monetary system.

The real power of the Inter-Alpha Group, however, lies not within the individual banks themselves, but in the changes the Inter-Alpha operation has made in the world economy. The Inter-Alpha project turned the global financial system into a giant casino, a playground for the investment banks, the speculative arms of the commercial banks, the hedge funds, and others, so they could gamble with their own—and everyone else's—money. This casino would come to control some 70% of the world's banking assets, directly or indirectly.

In a sane and well-regulated banking system, commercial banks are mechanisms to help their local and regional economies grow. They use the deposits of their customers to fund loans that improve the functioning of the region, making its manufacturing and agriculture more productive, raising the standard of living, and helping local businesses meet the needs of the community. The local bank grows as the local economy grows, giving it a vested interest in supporting and nurturing that growth.

The oligarchic model, as exemplified by the Inter-Alpha Group, works just the opposite way. Its network of banks is used to suck capital out of localities and into the global markets, where it can be used to speculate, manipulate, and subjugate the people of the planet. Such banks do not nurture their customer base, they loot it.

This point becomes obvious simply by reviewing what happened. The Inter-Alpha Group and the Empire that deployed it, created the largest financial bubble in history. Huge amounts of debt were generated; then, that debt was used as an asset base for a multi-quadrillion-dollar derivatives bubble. This enormous mass of fictitious value spawned a vast expansion of the financial markets, which came to dominate the global economy. The game was so profitable—seemingly, that is—that money from all over the world was vacuumed up and fed into the derivatives machine, leaving precious little to support the real economy. The rest of the economy began to shut down, with predictably horrible consequences for the people.

Through it all, the rise of the casino was touted as proof that the economy was growing. But it was not: The tumor was growing, and the patient was dying.

The game blew up in 2007. In a sense, it choked on its own success, the looting growing to the point where a failing economy could no longer support it. The bankers tried desperately to paint this as a "subprime" crisis caused by deadbeat homeowners, and a "liquidity" crisis caused by unnecessarily panicked investors; but what it really was, was the collapse of the derivatives-led global pyramid scheme, run by, and through, the Inter-Alpha Group.

Although the bankers and fools such as Sir Alan Greenspan have told everyone who would listen that no one could have seen this crisis coming, it was, in fact, entirely predictable. Lyndon LaRouche issued repeated warnings that the global economy was on a course for catastrophe, and launched a campaign against derivatives in 1993. Our warnings were picked up by then-House Banking Committee chairman Henry B. Gonzalez (D-Tex.), who summoned this author to testify before his committee that same year.

Despite this opposition, the derivatives game not only continued, but accelerated. In the late 1990s, Commodity Futures Trading Commission chair Brooksley Born again raised the matter, only to be slapped down by Wall Street and her fellow "regulators." Wall Street insisted that the market was so sophisticated, that its managers were so expert, that nothing could go wrong, and that any attempt to interfere in the market would only hurt the economy. That argument, backed by enormous political pressure and mountains of cash, won the day.

Then it all blew up, and the world entered a new realm.

Phase Two

While most of Wall Street and Washington was in shock, the Empire was smiling, and preparing to spring the trap it had so painstakingly set. The U.S. economy was in ruins, but the potential remained for an FDR-style reflex, in which the American people would rise up to defend themselves and their nation. So the Empire moved to complete its mission, via the "bailout."

To understand what happened next, one has to set aside notions of individual institutions, and instead, focus on the system that controls those institutions. The continued existence of the Empire depends upon the preservation of its monetary system, not upon the preservation of individual banks, hedge funds, and other institutions. Such institutions are ephemeral; they are not the power, but tools of
the power, to be used and, when necessary, cast aside. The system is what matters.

While the fools of Wall Street and beyond were clamoring for the government and the Federal Reserve to save them with a bailout, their puppet masters in the Empire had a different plan. The Empire had no intention of restoring the bubble. Its plan, as enunciated by Britain's Prince Philip and others, was and is to reduce global population by about two-thirds, and smash the nation-states in the process, as a way of bringing the world back under complete imperial control. They would give the fools their bailout, but instead of saving them, it would be the final nail in the coffin of the United States, by using the bailout to destroy the value of the dollar.

Consider for a moment the differences in a financial system required to manage a multi-quadrillion-dollar financial bubble, and the financial system required to run a world of 2 billion people, the desired global population level of the imperial genocidalists. Given the smaller population, from the Empire's perspective, there is a lot of unnecessary capacity in the financial world today—too many banks, too many bankers, too many insurance companies, mutual funds, hedge funds, et al.—and a dramatic culling and consolidating of the herd will be required.

The other option is the LaRouche Plan, which involves writing off all the fictitious capital, reorganizing all the banks under a Glass-Steagall standard, going back to a fixed-exchange-rate system, and replacing the imperial monetary system with national sovereign credit systems. That also defines a far different financial system, one dominated by highly regulated commercial banks and an orientation toward production instead of speculation.

So, if the Empire intends to shrink its system (and we of the LaRouche movement plan to eliminate it), then, other than a few delusional fools on Wall Street, who only want their money party to crank back up, and all the people who were grabbing some of that money flow, who actually believes the recovery nonsense?

Therefore, you have to ask yourself: What is the true purpose of the bailout?

The purpose of the bailout is to bankrupt the United States and every other nation which runs its own bailout operation, so that they no longer have the power to resist the Empire's plans for a fascist global financial dictatorship, run top-down by the imperial monetary system through its banks and corporate cartels. It is the final act in our national suicide, and the culmination of the Inter-Alpha project.

Shut Them Down

The issue before us should be clear: Only a return to national sovereignty in the United States, and the creation of an alliance of that sovereign United States with other nations—Russia, China, and India, for starters—capable of defeating this ancient evil, which today is known as the British Empire, can avert this catastrophe in progress.

We should begin with Glass-Steagall and the related correctives proposed by LaRouche, which will immediately bankrupt the Inter-Alpha Group and its peers, and put a stop to their predatory actions. We should also seize all accounts, offices, and records of any Inter-Alpha Group banks inside the United States, and go through them with a fine-toothed comb.

These are necessary steps, as are the rest of the measures in the LaRouche Plan, but they are not, in and of themselves, all that is needed. We must also devote considerable attention to understanding and correcting the flaws within us, that enabled the Inter-Alpha Group and its Anglo-Venetian controllers to play us like a drum, luring us into destroying the most productive economy the world had ever seen, and turning our nation over to that bunch of crazy, greedy parasites on Wall Street.

The con men understand that you can't cheat an honest man, so they look for people who are desperate, greedy, willing to succumb to the lure of something for nothing. They corrupt you into joining their scheme, and only after it is over do you realize that you were the patsy. This, in essence, was what was done to us. The con was global, aided by all the tools and tricks of the Empire, but at its root, we were as a nation, conned.

We will have more to say about the Inter-Alpha Group as we go along. This report is but an overview, which by its nature leaves out many significant elements. Still, the nature of this criminal enterprise, and of its anti-human mission, has now been revealed, and that is the first step towards cleaning it all up.

This report draws upon the work of a number of EIR researchers, including Dean Andromidas, Allen Douglas, Rachel Douglas, Roger Moore, and Scott Thompson.


THE BRITISH MONARCHY & HITLER TODAY

by Lyndon LaRouche

September 11, 2009 (LPAC)—In the report [below-ed.], historian Anton Chaitkin documents the personal complicity of the British Prince of Wales, Charles, in engagement with the type of crimes against humanity which the British monarchy has foisted, as a fraudulently alleged "health-care program" on its virtual puppet, U.S. President Barack Obama.

The crucially important point to be made in this and other publications on this subject, is that since the elevation of Britain's Queen Victoria, as successor to the bankrupt British East India Company, and Empress, the British empire has been a continuation of what had been the imperial power and reach of the British East India Company, since the February 1763 Peace of Paris. That British monarchy has been a globally extended empire in the true sense of that term, and has been also the chief author of not only World Wars I and II, the author of Japan's 1894-1945 warfare against such included nations as China, Korea, and Russia, and the co-author of the originally early 1920s scheme for the British alliance with Japan for a planned Japan attack on the U.S. Pearl Harbor naval base which was actually carried out on December 7, 1941. It was this British monarchy which organized what became known as World War I and which had put Adolf Hitler and its policies into power in Germany through an operation run, in January 1933.

It was British health-care policies, then, in September-October 1939, which are known today as both the genocide policies of the Hitler regime, and the policies, uttered from the London of former British Prime Minister and infamous liar Tony Blair, which are expressed as the pro-genocidal intention of the policies currently proposed by President Barack Obama (those who deny that fact, are either stupid, or lying). The policies underlying the Hitler- and Blair-like policies of the Obama administration presently, are entirely creations of the British Empire under the current British Royal family's role as an empire of a British monetarist system, a system currently based on the root supplied by President Franklin Roosevelt's chief Bretton Woods adversary John Maynard Keynes.

The visible leading edge of the pro-genocidal, and drug-traffic-promoting policies of the current British imperial monarchy, is the pro-genocidal policies of population-control promoted under the umbrella of the British Prince Royal Consort Philip, and his son and putative heir to the British Throne, Prince Charles, the Prince Charles who harbors former U.S. Vice-President Al Gore as a virtual lackey-in-waiting. The World Wildlife Fund, its lackies, and the international drug-trafficking policies of Nazi-trained, British lackey-in-fact George Soros, are the center of the principal enemies of not only our own U.S. Federal Constitution today, but, also, of the welfare of humanity at large.

The charges which I have made against President Obama for his complicity-in-fact with those evil policies, have been moderated by the evidence which I have received which indicates that the President is not in full charge of his own intellectual faculties, but should be kept in office, if possible, under protected managed care, as if according to the Woodrow Wilson precedent.

The challenge to all our U.S. citizens, under these circumstances, is, simply, are you a patriot, and are you actually capable of acting as a patriot, especially if you hold Federal public office?

--------------------

The British Monarchy Caught in a Death Scheme

By Anton Chaitkin

September 10, 2009 (LPAC)—The Royal Family and panicky City of London financiers began implementing, in 2008, a new program to kill elderly and other sick people, precisely repeating the opening phase of Hitler's 1939 T-4 euthanasia program. Under the Liverpool Care Pathway adopted for general use by the National Health Service, those showing symptoms that might foreshadow death are targeted to be killed by heavy narcotics and the withdrawal of fluids and nutrition. The new policy reportedly accounted for about one sixth of all deaths in Britain last year, according to a study by Dr. Clive Seale, of the prestigious Barts and the London School of Medicine and Dentistry.

When the world financial system meltdown began in 2007, British imperial leaders pursued drastic shifts in funds away from public services and into bailouts of the London-Wall Street axis. They rushed into general practice an all-out euthanasia policy, that had been introduced as a pilot project in 2003-2004 by then -Prime Minister Tony Blair and royal health adviser Simon Stevens.
This British fascist "health-care reform" agenda was at the same time exported to the United States for adoption by the incoming Obama Administration.

The King's Fund is the official agency driving the new euthanasia. A government-funded charity, called alternatively Marie Curie Cancer Care or Marie Curie Hospice, is the operations center tasked with shaping the killing program.

Prince Charles has been president of the King's Fund since 1986, and president of the Marie Curie Hospice organization since about 2000.

What is today called the King's Fund was created in the late 19th Century by the Prince of Wales. After he became King Edward VII, the agency was incorporated in 1907 as King Edward's Hospital Fund for London. This was the Royal Family's planning center for the reform of health care, in accord with the Empire's innovation of the time, eugenics or race-purification theory.

To start up the new killing program in 2008, the Queen became the Patron, the agency was re-incorporated under the shorter name, King's Fund, and Prince Charles and his retainers went into overdrive.

The King's Fund and the Marie Curie Hospice were merged for action with the June 24, 2008 announcement that King's Fund Policy and Development Director Steve Dewar would simultaneously lead the two agencies, to "develop the contribution of both organizations to the further improvement of end-of-life services across the U.K." In July 2008, the National Health Service published its End of Life Care Strategy, developed by an NHS Strategy unit set up for the new euthanasia program.

The Marie Curie Palliative Care Institute in Liverpool is one of two centers for experimental killing regimes. Out of this has come the procedure called the Liverpool Care Pathway, with its Continuous Deep Sedation, which has recently broken into the headlines in Britain due to a public protest against the murders by physicians.

Marie Curie Chief Executive Tom Hughes-Hallett, a King's Fund Senior Associate, chairs the "external Implementation Advisory Board" for the national End of Life Care Strategy. In his forward to the killers' first annual report, published by the National Service in July, 2009, Hughes-Hallett wrote, "We're trying to change the way the medical and social care professions think about and respond to death. We're trying to change the way end of life care services are commissioned."

Being a City of London financier (with J. Henry Schroeder, and then chairman of Robert Fleming Securities), Hughes-Hallett wrote further on the urgency of getting the killing program going full blast, now: "One thing that has changed quickly, and unexpectedly, is the financial climate. For this financial year and the next, the NHS has new money for this strategy. After that things are much less certain...."

In that national Strategy Report, the "end of life care pathway" starts with "Step One: Identifying people who are approaching the end of life"; it proceeds to "Step Five: Last days of life," in which the Liverpool Care Pathway is the means of termination. After this comes "Step Six: Care after death," or what to do with the bodies and the survivors, and proposed methods for falsifying death certificates to show a natural cause rather than homicide — precisely as was done in the Hitler T-4 program.

A National Health Service-commissioned report by McKinsey and Company, calling for saving $32 billion per year by drastic cuts in health care, was leaked to the press last week. King's Fund chief economist John Appleby (quoted in Time magazine, Sept. 9, 2009) responded that these savings must be accomplished by finding "ways to counter rising health-care costs associated with an aging population, expensive new medical treatments and rising patient expectations." King's Fund chief executive Niall Dickson chimed in that, rather than doing more with less resources, "Doing less with less seems a more realistic scenario."

The Royal euthanasia program was introduced as a pilot project in 2003 and 2004 by Simon Stevens, Blair's chief adviser on health policy from 2001 to 2004. In 2007, Stevens went to the United States to spread the euthanasia project there. Stevens became vice president of Minnesota-based UnitedHealth, the massive private health insurance company for the U.S. and Britain. Stevens' official job is to advise all private health insurers to get behind the new agenda for health-care reform.

Continuing as a trustee of the King's Fund for Prince Charles in London, Simon Stevens connects President Obama with the London-Wall Street axis, for implementation of the urgent strategy in the face of financial catastrophe.
The oligarchic principle of intentional genocide shines through clearly in these citations from leading spokesmen for the British Empire, spanning over 200 years. It is only by identifying the true ideological strain that is at the heart of both “right wing” monetarist, and “left wing” ecological thinking in the modern world that true humanists may both understand and recognize the solution to our many sided crises now pressing upon our future.

1791, Parson Thomas Malthus, hired pen of the British East India Company’s Haileybury College, wrote in his An Essay on Population in 1799: “We should facilitate, instead of foolishly and vainly endeavoring to impede, the operations of nature in producing this mortality; and if we dread the too frequent visitation of the horrid form of famine, we should sedulously encourage the other forms of destruction, which we compel nature to use. In our towns we should make the streets narrower, crowd more people into the houses, and court the return of the plague.”

More from Malthus’ An Essay on the Principle of Population:

“We are bound in justice and honour formally to disdain the right of the poor to support...To this end, I should propose a regulation to be made, declaring that no child born from any marriage taking place after the expiration of a year from the date of the law, and no illegitimate child born two years from the same date, should ever be entitled to parish assistance.

“The infant is, comparatively speaking, of little value to society, as others will immediately supply its place.”

Lord Bertrand Russell writing in his 1951 The Impact of Science on Society: “War has hitherto been disappointing in this respect [in accomplishing population reduction], but perhaps bacteriological war may prove effective. If a Black Death could spread throughout the world once in every generation, survivors could procreate freely without making the world too full.”

Paul R. Ehrlich, the mentor of Obama’s current Science Czar John Holdren wrote in his famous The Population Bomb in 1968: “A cancer is an uncontrolled multiplication of cells; the population explosion is an uncontrolled multiplication of people. . . . We must shift our efforts from the treatment of the symptoms to the cutting out of the cancer. The operation will demand many apparently brutal and heartless decisions.”

1988, Prince Philip of Edinburgh in a 1988 interview Deutsche Press Agentur said: “The more people there are, the more resources they’ll consume, the more pollution they’ll create, the more
fighting they will do. We have no option. If it isn’t controlled voluntarily, it will be controlled involuntarily by an increase in disease, starvation and war. In the event that I am reincarnated, I would like to return as a deadly virus, in order to contribute something to solve overpopulation.”

In 1991, The Club of Rome (founded officially in 1972 out of the fraudulent “Limits to Growth” study), and patronized by the monarchies of The Netherlands, Spain, and Belgium. It’s 1972 report was sponsored by its then patron Pierre Elliot Trudeau using Canadian Tax payer funds during the Club’s 1971 Conference in Montebello, Quebec. From the Club’s 1991 book The First Global Revolution, we can read its co-founder Alexander King state:

“In searching for a new enemy to unite us, we came up with the idea that pollution, the threat of global warming, water shortages, famine and the like would fit the bill. . . . But in designating them as the enemy, we fall into the trap of mistaking symptoms for causes. All these dangers are caused by human intervention and it is only through changed attitudes and behavior that they can be overcome. The real enemy, then, is humanity itself.”

April 2012, Paul Ehrlich, fellow of the British Royal Society, upon the release of the Society report, “People and the Planet,” issued this comment to the London Guardian on the need to reduce population: “How many you support depends on lifestyles. We came up with 1.5 to 2 billion because you can have big active cities and wilderness. If you want a battery chicken world where everyone has minimum space and food and everyone is kept just about alive you might be able to support in the long term about 4 or 5 billion people. But you already have 7 billion. So we have to humanely and as rapidly as possible move to population shrinkage.” “The question is: can you go over the top without a disaster, like a worldwide plague or a nuclear war between India and Pakistan? If we go on at the pace as we are, there’s going to be various forms of disaster. Some maybe slow motion disasters like people getting more and more hungry, or catastrophic disasters because the more people you have the greater the chance of some weird virus transferring from animal to human populations, there could be a vast die-off.”

Ehrlich’s protégé John Holdren, who has led in the shutdown of NASA’s manned space systems and fusion program as Obama’s science Czar went further when he wrote on p.942 in his 1977 book Ecoscience:

“Perhaps those agencies, combined with UNEP and the United Nations population agencies, might eventually be developed into a Planetary Regime- sort of an international superagency for population, resources, and environment. Such a comprehensive Planetary Regime could control the development, administration, conservation, and distribution of all natural resources, renewable or nonrenewable, at least insofar as international implications exist. Thus the Regime could have the power to control pollution not only in the atmosphere and oceans, but also in such freshwater bodies as rivers and lakes that cross international
boundaries or that discharge into the oceans. The Regime might also be a logical central agency for regulating all international trade, perhaps including assistance from DCs to LDCs, and including all food on the international market.

The Planetary Regime might be given responsibility for determining the optimum population for the world and for each region and for arbitrating various countries' shares within their regional limits. Control of population size might remain the responsibility of each government, but the Regime would have some power to enforce the agreed limits.”

Sir Julian Huxley speaking at the Galton Lecture in 1936 said: “The lowest strata... allegedly less well endowed genetically... must not have too easy access to relief or hospital treatment lest the removal of the last check on natural selection should make it too easy for children to be produced or to survive…”

Huxley continued this message in his 1946 UNESCO: Its Purpose and its Philosophy: “Thus, even though it is quite true that any radical eugenics policy of controlled human breeding will be for many years politically and psychologically impossible, it will be important for UNESCO to see that the eugenic problem is examined with the greatest care…”

Huxley founded the United Nations Education, Science and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) in 1946, revamping all global educational systems after WWII which was instrumental in brainwashing the western baby boomer population. Huxley then co-founded the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) with Prince Philip and Prince Bernhard in 1961 while simultaneously serving as head of the Eugenics Society of Britain! Prince Bernhard founded the Bilderberg Group in 1954 as the instrument to advance the eugenics/world government agenda.

Prince Bernhard and Philip’s powerful lackey Maurice Strong let the cat out of the bag in a 1990 interview: “What if a small group of world leaders were to conclude that the principal risk to the Earth comes from the actions of the rich countries? And if the world is to survive, those rich countries would have to sign an agreement reducing their impact on the environment. Will they do it? The group’s conclusion is ‘no’. The rich countries won’t do it. They won’t change. So, in order to save the planet, the group decides: Isn’t the only hope for the planet that the industrialized civilizations collapse? Isn’t it our responsibility to bring that about?” [1]

Maurice Strong, founder of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, and chairman of the 1972 UN Conference on the Human Environment, and 1992 Rio Conference. Strong was also the architect of Canada’s foreign policy towards Africa with his 1968 founding of the Canadian International Development Agency. Strong also served as early member of the Club of Rome and Vice-President of the WWF under its then-President Prince Philip.

Lord Lothian: “If they are slow in learning we shall be condemned to a period . . . of strained relations between the various parts of the English-speaking world. We must get into the heads of Canadians and Americans that a share in the burden of world government is just as great and glorious a responsibility as participation in the war” (Lothian to Lionel Curtis, Oct. 15, 1918, in Butler, Lord Lothian, pp. 68-70).[2]

Hitler knew he was speaking to a member of the inner circle of the Empire when he suggested to Lothian, on Jan. 29, 1935 that, “Germany, England, France, Italy, America and Scandinavia... should arrive at some agreement whereby they would prevent their nationals from assisting in the industrializing of countries such as China, and India. It is suicidal to promote the establishment in the agricultural countries of Asia of manufacturing industries”.–Transcribed from Lord Lothian, Macmillan and Co., 1960, pp. 332

[2] Lothian (aka: Philip Kerr) had recently completed a term as Undersecretary of State for India, directing the repression of India’s nationalist leaders, Gandhi and Nehru. Lothian was instrumental in leading the Round Table Movement in its infiltration of Canadian foreign policy institutions during WWII. This faction worked tirelessly against the intentions of true Canadian Patriots such as C.D. Howe, John Diefenbaker and Daniel Johnson Sr. who attempted to break Canada free of the Empire.
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“The enormity of the crimes of Prince Philip and the British Empire, presently coinciding with the threatened imminent disintegration of the global monetary and financial system, bespeaks the close of a five-hundred-odd-year cycle in the history of European civilization. To the historian, such a spectacle is to be compared only with the numerous earlier, analogous cases of closing periods of dynastic collapse which have characterized the known history of every culture on this planet, prior to the Renaissance advent of modern European Christian civilization. No dynasty, however ancient or powerful, of whatever culture, has ever survived the end of such a dynastic cycle. The Windsors show no talent for becoming an exception to that rule.”

-Lyndon LaRouche, 1997